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in the First ConD. C.,
church of Washington,
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bride wore a white
i-made suit, white
velvet trimmings, a
K
.med with Egyptian tilet,
corsage, black hat and
bridal bouquet of
a
irclnds. Her maid of
suit with beaver trimhenna
,,„e and hat of
,-aet of dark red roses,
blue suit. The bride
nt of several showers
:.uly friends and their
he attractiveness and
lir new apartments at
Hotel. The bride is
of Mr. and Mrs. WilShe attended the
mug from the B. H. S.
il time she was stenm-Whitteu Co. and tor
lias been in the Adju11:. t in the War Departion, and will continue
groom is from West_:h1 came to Belfast to
ssional base ball team,
ire for several years and
the Leonard & Barrows
the war he was at Ban
Last
; tlie Air Service.
cd ball at Sanford. In
uk the Civil Service
Washington, D. C., and
clerkship in the new
Both are popular with
Belfast friends who exiis and best wishes for

life.
|btf. wedde.i
LDA s. bird

N'orthport

:

were very

of the sudden illMrs. Alwilda S. Bird,
..abilants of that town.
i have speut 56 years
,ie in the home where
lived on Beech Hili.
s:lias been feeble in
years, she was feeling
lav, and went to spend
That
on at the Cove.
..lit she became violent
hear

physician as
pronounced her ill

ocured
a!

o

a

passed away about
riling at the age of 75
ad 23 days, leaving to
hiving husband, Mr. F.
diildren, Mrs. Ida Flaul.ert Bird, Carl Bird and
Northport. She also

She

,,,.

iiildren and one great
.vas a most remarkable
kindest of dispositions
ncr, which made her a
e dearest of mothers;

leighbor.

Many

years

YV. C. T. U. in which
worker in her younger
■loved by all who knew
and old, and long will
Funeral was
.erished.
ome Friday, Nov. 26lh,
Sauer of the Belfast Bapiciting. The interment

cemetery.
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The' News of Belfast.

HON. ALBERT C. BURGESS

Durham, widow of

Hon.

Albert

Cargill Burgess
The Steward Auxiliary of the MethoJoseph J. Durham, died suddenly of
Nov. 25th, at_ his home on
dist Church will meet W ednesday afterangina pectoris, on Sunday morning, Thursday,
a
two
weeks’
Church
after
street
illness.
Nov. 21st, at her home at 9 Pinckney
noon, Dec. 8th, with Mrs. Alice P. Bramstreet, at the advanced age of 83 years. He suffered little pain and was able to hall.
Mrs. Durham was born in Newport, N. leave his bed Thursday morning for a
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Washburn of Lewtl., and was the daughter of benjamin short time. Belfast never had a more iston were
guests over Sunday of their
barker Cushing and Adeline (Pierce)
M. Randall and
loyal
citizen than Mr. Burgess.
He
was daughter, Mrs. William
and
a
niece
of
Governor
Pierce
Cushing,
of New Hampshire.
She was also a strictly honest in all business relations, family.
cousin of President Franklin Pierce.
Her kind and considerate with his wide circle
Mrs. E. H. Emerson has taken the
father’s grandfather was General Theo- of
friends; in the home lile a most devot- laundry in the Lancaster block on Main
phiius Cushing of Revolutionary War ed husband and father.
He was retiring street and will open for business today,
lame. Mrs. Durham’s parents removed in the extreme. He was born in
Belfast, Thursday.
from Newport, N. H., to Winterport, June
24, 1840, the son of Capt. tzekiel
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will
when
she was two years of age,
and Nancy Palmer (Morang) Burgess.
Maine,
meet next Monday evening with the
and her life was passed there until her On his mother's side
he was a direct de- ! Misses
Ginn, when a chafing-dish supper
in
1859 to Mr. Durham, who scendant of the late General
I1 marriage
Peieg Wads- will be served.
was born at belfast in the house ot his
worth of Revolutionary days.
After at! grandfather, John Durham. His paternal tending the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown ancity schools he completed
great grandfathers, John Durham and his education at Westbrook
nounce the engagement of their daughter
Seminary.
John brown, were among the lirst set- From 1863 to 1870 he was
associated with Louise to Dr. Arthur White Ogden of
tiers of this place and active in its early the late Capt. Frederick
Barker in the Jamestown, North Dakota.
history. Mr. and Mrs. Durham always hardware business; and later conducted it
There will be a 10-cent social to-morkept in touch with the friends and the alone for many years.
He was a trustee
row, Friday, evening at the Methodist
I old home towns, returning as long as for the bond holders
of the Belfast & church to which
everyone is cordially
their health permitted to both Winter- Moosehead Lake R. R. Co
a corporator
invited. Candy will be on sale.
S port and belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Durham of the Belfast Savings Bank and for
It is understood that the steamer Belj since their marriage had always lived in some time the president of the Belfast
or near boston and for several years their
Machine & Foundry Company; a director fast of the Eastern S. S. Lines Inc. will
had been at 9 Pinckney street
of the Loan & Building Association and a discontinue her trips beginning next
| home
Within the past year they celebrated the trustee of the Nathaniel Wilson fund. Monday on the trip to Boston, where she
sixtieth anniversary of their marriage. In 1887 he was elected
will be laid up for the winter.
mayor of the city
The simple hospitality of their home was and in 1888 re-elected without
opposition
Steamer Castine, Capt. L. W. Coombs,
I enjoyed by a large circle of friends, as and in this capacity left an excellent rec
began Wednesday on daily trips between
both Mr. and Mrs. Durham possessed ord.
June 27, 1887, he married Miss
Camden and Belfast Co continue as long
rare and unusually interesting personaliMary Elizabeth Kenney of Boston, who, as weather and
ice conditions will perties. In all that made for world better- with their only
son, Kenney Albert Bur- mit. She will touch at Islesboro.
ment their interest was keen to the very gess, survive him.
Practically all of his
Mrs. Cecil Clay, president of the Waldo
last. Mr. Durham died last August. Mrs. life he was interested in
Masonry. He
Durham is survived by a daughter, Eliza- served many years as a trustee and sec- County Hospitai Aid, has received a letter from Ira M. Cobe, now in New
beth Pierce Durham, who for many years retary of the Masonic
York,
Temple Associahas been connected with social service tion, was a
that the $1,250 pledged by him
loyal member of Timothy promising
if
a
work in boston, and by her only brother, Chase Lodge, F. & A. M
like'amount was ,raised, would arrive
of Corinthian
Benjamin P. Cushing of Marlboro, N. H., Royal Arch Chapter, of King Solomon’s here Christmas morning.
and one granddaughter, Ruth Cushing Council, and of Palestine
The Travellers’
lub will meet on
Commandery,
Taft of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Knights Templar
He became a Knight Monday evening at 7.30 with Miss Elizain Claremont Commandery of Rockland beth A. Kelley. Program: Andrew Jackand later a charter member and past son, Miss Cutter; The Key to the NorthMRS. ALBERTINE S. SHAW
commander of Palestine.
For many west, Miss Hopkins; The Great Lakes,
Albertine S., widow of the late Stephen years he was a regular attendant at the Miss Maude Mathews; Eugene Field, Miss
Unitarian church. The funeral was held Colburn.
Marshall Shaw, died at her home on Phoeat his late home Sunday at 2 p, m., with
Thomas H Marshall Cirele desires a
nix Row, Wednesday night, Nov. 24th. Rev. Arthu. E. Wilson of the First Parfull attendance at their meeting next
Her age was 74 years, 5 months and 10 ish (Unitarian) church officiating. The
Tuesday, when officers will be elected.
days, and she had lived in Belfast 56 floral offerings were abundant and mag Cocoa and a box lunch will be served
She was burn in Portsmouth, N. nificent. The bearers were Messrs. El- after the
years.
meeting to which the Post are
H., the daughter of Joseph and Elizabeth mer A. Sherman, Charles P. Hazeltine, invited. Each lady is expected to bring
(Newell) Shepherd. She had fulfilled well Joseph Tyler and Horace E. McDonald. food
enough for two
her mission as wife and mother and was The interment was in Grove Cemetery
The
with
a
regular meeting of the Women’s
committal
service,
respected by all who knew her; especially
Alliance of the First Parish (Unitarian)
in East Belfast, where she had formerly
church will be held this, Thursday, afterlived. One daughter, Mrs. Emma A.
noon at the home of Mrs. Thomas B.
JULIA ABORN COLLINS
Bowen, and three sons, Wallace W.
Dinsmore, beginning promptly at three
Shaw of Portland, George L. Shaw of
The Rockland Courier-Gazette says of o’clock. Mr. Hartwell L. Woodcock will
Bangor, and Harrison H. Shaw of East a former Belfast woman:
speak on ‘Social Parasites,”
Belfast and several grandchildren sur“Julia Aborn, wife of Charles F. ColBelfast friends of Mr. and Mrs. Seyvive her. The funer.d was held at her
late home Friday at 2 p. m. with Rev. lins, whose deatli occurred Nov. 14 at her more Gray of Providence, R. I., extend
on
the arrival of a
Charles W. Martin of the Methodist home on Amesbury Hill, after an illness congratulations
church officiating.
Two of her grand- of several months, w.s born in Knox and daughter, Alice Caroline. Mrs.
Gray
was the daughter of the late James and was formerly Miss Natalie Maude
Pottle
sons, Lewis Bowen, Arthur Shaw of BanSarah
(Brown)
Aborn.
Her
early life was of this city, only daughter of Nathaniel
gor; Charles Simpson and Alonzo Patterson of East Belfast, were bearers.
The spent in her native town and in Belfast, C. and Alice tdgecomb Pottle.
where
she
received
her
education
in the
interment was in Grove Cemetery, There
Many who contributed to the public
public schools. She was a woman of dinner Armistice day in Memorial
were many beautiful floral offerings which
hall
marked
attainment
and
was
a
literary
indicated the love and esteem in which
have not taken their dishes, but the janithe deceased was held by relatives and member and past president of the Twen- tor of the hall will be pleased to assist
tieth Century Club and historian of the
friends.
any who call for them afternoons. There
I_
Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R., of Rock- are no means for the committee
to know
land. She also served during the recent
who the plates, etc., belong to.
Mr, and Mrs. Earle L. Curtis of Torwar as chairman of the Red Cross Branch
The Colonial Theatre management has
rington, Conn., have been visiting the in this town and labored
untiringly and booked
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
tor three nights and two matiefficiently for its success. She was alAlbee of Bernard and will later visit the
nees starting Monday, Dec.
6th, the big
ways interested in whatever pertained to
the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
musical
revue, The Movie Girl, with the
the welfare of the town where she had
Curtis of Belfast.
little
Irish
comedin
*, Billy Lewis;
made her home for over 30 years. She funny
the Hebrew comedian, Neb Curtis, aswas broad
minded, intellectual, and al- sisted
Wilfred
by
Dyer, Elsie Calvert,
ways identified herself with the side of
Lene Willard, Dolly Clifford and big
right, and gave willingly of her time and
dancing doll chorus. Special scenery and
means for the
support of every good
Matinees Tuesday and Wedcause.
She will be greatly missed in the costumes.
See this
home and in the community where so nesday for ladies and children.
show.
large a part of her life has been spent.
Relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Fred SylBesides a husband she leaves four sisters,

Stationery
of

Distinction
T i I AT dresses your

thoughts

so

that there can be no question of
the taste and refinement which
prompted them, that’s

WHITE & WYCKOFF'S
DISTINCTIVE STATIONERY

Colonial Theatre

PERSONAL

died

Miss Elizabeth P. Aborn of Lowell, Miss
Alice L. Aborn of Belfast, Miss Harriett
G. Aborn of Waidoborc and Mrs. W. P.
Kenney of Raynnam, Mass., a half sister,
Mrs Eugene Corbett of Dover, and three
rothers, John G. and James C. Aborn of
Belfast and Bertrand L. Aborn of Knox.
Funeral services were held Wednesday at
her late residence, Rev. Andrew Young
of the Baptist church officiating. The
profusion of beautiful flowers were the
silent testimony of the high esteem in
which the deceased was held. The bearers
were W. A. Libby, Capt. E. O. Patterson, Capt. George Lane, Chester P. Wentworth and H. Heistad. Interment was in
the family lot in Belfast.”

FIVE

j

_

BROOKS BANK OPENED

What is probably Robert W. Chambers’ ; AS A BRANCH OF THE WALD O
most popular society novel, “The Fight- 1
TRUST CO. OF BELFAST.
The new Brooks Branch of the Waldo
! ing Chance,” is now a Paramount Art- j
Trust Co opened for business Dec. 1st
Miss Edith Philbrook spent last week craft picture and will be on view at the
with relatives in Camden.
Colonial Theatre today. The atory cen- under most auspicious circumstances ini
ters around the fight made by Stephen up-to-date banking rooms, with the most
Elmer O. Hall returned last Saturday
the descendant of a long line of earnest co-operation of the town's people
I Siward,
from a business trip to Boston.
aristocratic and dissipated New York an- and under the courteous and efficient loMiss Edna L. Hopkins left Monday for cestors, to overcome his inherited taste cal management of Miss Christine A.
Lynn, Mass., where she has employment. for alcohol. His love for Sylvia Landis Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Jones of Brooks.
is finally the saving grace.
She graduated
Fred Cyr of the Bridge firm of Cyr
The picture has been filmed against a from Gray's Business College in PortBrothers is in Boston on business.
luxurious society background, with sev- land, served in the War Department durMiss Alice Wardwell has returned eral notable out-door scenes. Conrad ing the World War and has had experifrom a brief visit at her home in Penob- Nagel, the popular young stage leading ence in banking. The description of the
scot.
man, and Anna Q. Nilsson are the fea- new building and its formal opening or
tured players. Charles Maigne directed. Thursday is necessarily left to The JourMisses Jessie Curran and Sadie Jenkins
nal's Brooks correspondent, Donald R.
One of the most charming photoplays
were
at their homes in Bangor over |
Forbes, and Dr. A. E. Kilgore, the local
screened
this
season
is
Billie
Burke’s
Thanksgiving.
trustee of the Trust Co. who has done
latest Paramount Artcraft picture, Away
all he could for the enterprize as he realMiss Anne M. Going has returned Goes
which is the feature for ized it
Prudence,
meant much for his home town.
home from an extended visit with rela- Friday.
The Waldo Trust Co. succeeded with the
tives in Union.
On Saturday Frank Mayo whose favor Unity Branch and now feel that they are
Frank H Mayo left Monday to join as a screen star is
very much in the able to do well their part in serving the
Mrs. Mayo and will spend the winter in
ascendency is the centre of attraction. county. They have pride in handling
Massachusetts.
The Girl in Number 29 is the vehicle. securities, pay 2 per cent on dailv de
Edward Sullivan returned to Portland This picture deals with many vital eco- posits, 4 per cent on savings accounts
and their Christmas Club for 1919 totaled
Monday after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. I nomic questions of the day.
$16,000. The Brooks Branch will have
Ralph D. Southworth.
Monday a new star to Belfast audiences the same
advantages. Mr. R. H. Dunbar,
will make her debut—Anne Luther, in
John
E.
Capt.
treasurer of the Waldo Trust, was 6
Billings left Monday for
New York on a business trip for the firm Neglected Wives. See this fascinating years with the Guilford Trust at Greenphotoplay, that is replete with every vill and 7 1-2 years with the Merchant’s
of McDonald & Billings.
human emotion.
National Bank of Bangor.
He will have
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Washburn of LewTuesday Charlie Ray win again score as an assistant Jan. 1st Henry Smith of
iston were guests over Sunday of Mr.
in
who
that
has
been
old
for
some time
Bangor,
good
and Mrs. Wm. M. Randall.
homespun story, Homer
with the Merrill Trust Co. The Brooks
Comes Home.
Miss Alfreds Ellis of the U. of M. ExBranch’s building is entirely the produst
Wednesday, Madeline Travers in The of Brooks workmen and
tension department, spent Thanksgiving
taKe a just
Spirit of Good. A story of love and gold pride in it. The towns they
with relatives in this city.
near Brooks are
in the heart of the world and on the
also interested in the enterprise and will
Dr. and Mrs. George E. Morgan re- world’s edge.
avail themselves of its advantages. Mr.
turned Saturday from a few weeks' visit
Will Rogers newest picture is “Jubilo” Dunbar was at the opening Wednesday.
with relatives in New York.
The dedication of the Brooks Branch
which is the picturized version of the
Miss Flora E. Blake of Cambridge, story Dy the well known
magazine writer, of The Waldo Trust Co. Bank will be
Mass., returned Monday after spending a Ben Ames Williams. The story was pub- held this afternoon and evening. The
few days at her home in this city.
lished serially in the Saturday Evening directors will meet the public at their
bank this afternoon and this evening at
Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of Fryeburg Post and will be shown at the Colonial
Union Hall there will be a free concert
on Friday, Dec. 17.
was in Belfast over Sunday to attend the
by McReen’s 5-piece Orchestra of Belfuneral of Ron. Albert C. Burgess.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Marden of Pitts- fast, speaking by prominent speakers of
Belfast and refreshments will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. F. Wells arrived
field spent InariKsgiving with Mr. and
All free and everyone is cordially invited
from Auburn Wednesday evening to
Mrs. Ross. W. Cunningham.
to attend this meeting.
spend Thanksgiving with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Mclntire
in Camden.

Thanksgiving

spent

j

Albert Fogg was at home from Kents’
Hill to spend the Thanksgiving vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John A.

Fogg.
Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Parker
of Portland spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Havener, Waldo

How Are You

avenue.

Going

Edson L. Morse of Stonington arrived
Thanksgiving day and will spend the
winter with his sister, Mrs. Lefia M.

Miss Charlotte M. Tibbetts returned
from Waterville, where she
spent several days with her aunt, Mrs.
John Phillips.

Saturday

Joseph Chapin of Hampden was in Belfast to spend Thanksgiving with his sisters, Mrs. Frank A. Riggs and Miss
Sadie E. Chapin.
Mrs. Stephen Pierce left Tuesday for
No. Whitefield, where she will be the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. R. S. Partridge
over the holidays.
John F. Rogers left Saturday to spend
the winter in Miami, Fla. He was ac
co npained
by his housekeeper, Mrs.
Mary Thurstonsen.
Miss Martha E.
Southworth, who has
employment in Portland, spent the past
week wiih her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ral,h D. Southworth.

vester received word of their arrival,
Nov. 20th, in Fort Pierce, Fla., where
they were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
F. Hanson, before going to Palm Beach,
where they will spend the winter.
Mr.
and Mrs. Rose were visiting his brother
in Jacksonville. Later messages from
Mrs. Sylvester state that they have
reached Palm Beach and she has met
former Belfast people, including Charlie
Burrows, wife and child. He used to
live on the Nathan Houston farm in East
Belfast. In writing of Mr. and Mrs.
Hanson’s home on the Indian River she
calls it “the most beautiful place in the
world,” and says that they were especial
ly kind to them.

Miss Annie L. Barr of the State
Library,
Augusta, arrived Wednesday to spend
Thanksgiving with her parents, Capt.

and Mrs. Thomas D. Barr.

Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnam returned
from Roslindale, Mass., where
they have been guests of their daughter,
Mrs. T. A. Mitchell and family.

Saturday

Kenney A. Burgess returned to
Tuesday morning, having been
home by

the illness and death
Hon. Albert C. Burgess.

father,

Boston
called
of his

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Arnold left Monw est BELFAST.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. day for a few weeks in f ranklin, Mass.,
Newcomb will leave early in December and later expect to go to Florida for the
MUKKILL.
for Altoona, Penna., where they will winter. Their son Perrin will remain
spend the winter....Mr. and Mrs. J. H. here to attend the B. H. S.
The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. Delbert Elms spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
Miss Hazel Perkins is expected home
Mrs. Elmer Fowles....Mr. Dunn, who has
Paul recently.
been visiting Frank Toothaker, left on next Saturday from Keene, N. H where
she has been training as a nurse for the
Arrived at the home of Ernest Bowen the boat
Monday for Boston....Mrs. WalNov. 24, a little daughter.
The hospital where she
ter Cunningham is gaining after an oper- past two years
has been will close lor an indefinite peri
Delbert Paul has installed in his home ation at the Waldo County Hospital.
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Toothaker entertained od on account of a lack of nurses.
a Windsor pipeless furnace.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Newcomb, Mr. and Perkins expects to be transferred to the
Maine
General Hospital, Portland, after
Roy Paul recently placed a Wood's fur- Mrs. Mervyn Perry, Mrs. Everett Hama

Spend

Your Xmas

Cottrell.

Mr. and Mrs. Virgil L. Hall were in
Portland several days the past week at
the Congress Square Hotel.
They made
the trip by auto.

to

Money?
“Do unto others as you would others do unto you.”
If you wanted to buy yourself a present what
would you buy? Would it be something fancy and
frivilous that would please for the passing moment
and soon be forgotten, or something you could use
every day in the year?
We believe that every thinking person would rather
have “his” or “her” money spent for presents that
are useful.
Gifts that would make the recipient
think of your thoughtfulness in the days to come.

Our store is full of Useful, Wearable Gifts. For
instance—Warm Comfy Slippers for Everyone.
Fancy Indian Moccasin Slippers to send to friends
moved away that will make them think of the good
old Pine Tree State. Sturdy Skating Boots for the
“Youngsters.” Handsome party slippers with the
famous Tweedie Boot Tops to match. And last,
but not least, the celebrated Holeproof
Hosiery
for every member of the family.
Just make out your list—come in and see how satfactorily you can check up the wants of most
everyone. Fair prices, of course.

..

In every feature this writing paper
is the acme of good form.

nace

Come in and
smartest

styles

see

the latest and

we are

showing.

A very interesting and instructive
calendar free to the first 50
people
buying a box of White & Wyckoff’s

distinctive stationery.

FRED D.

JONES

in his house.

Mrs.

Nathan

Hunt

officiated at the

funeral of Mr. Charles Banks last Sun
day.
Mrs l.illa Pearson passed two nights
last week in Castine, the Thanksgiving
guest of Leona Woodbury.
Merle Hunt, teacher of the High school
at Camden, spent Thanksgiving weekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt.
Mrs. Linda Hatch has been under the
of Dr. Carl Stevens the past week.
She seems to be improving.
Mrs. Richard Merriam is caring for her.
care

The Good Time Club

was

entertained

by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods Monday
evening, Nov. 22. A very pleasant evening was passed and full justice given to
the excellent supper.

short vacation.

ilton and sons John and
Howard, at dinner, Thanksgiving....Miss Marian Waterman returned to Gardiner
Saturday after
spending Thanksgiving with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Waterman.

Mrs. G. C. Lower recently received a
letter from her husband, who is on his
to Miami, Fla
way
by auto, dated at
Palmer, Mass., saying they were detainTroop Three Self Sustaining. ed there by auto troubles but would leave
Troop Three ol the Boy Scouts of the soon via Richmond. In the party with
Belfast Baptist Church held their annual Mr. Lower are Mark Blake, Everett Bartmeeting recently and elected the follow- lett, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reynolds and
ing officers: Scout master, George H. child.
Robertson; assistant scout masters, DonMiss Maude Gammons has been the
ald S. Hall and Roy E.
Young; patrol guest for the
week of Mrs. Ralph
leaders, Marion N. Rhoades, David F. Emery. Theypast
plan to leave Thursday,
Hoxie, and Wendall Kelley; assistant Dec.
9th, the former for New York and
patrol leaders, Russell Peavey, Harold
the latter for her home in
Kalamazoo,
Kelley and Phillip Clements; scribe, Mark Mich.
They may spend a part ot the
Shibles; treas., Lee Clements; property winter in
Honolulu, H. I, where Mrs.
scout, Harold Kelley; bugler, Wight RobEmery’s daughter, Mrs. Charles B. Haz
bins; troop com., Rev. George C. Sauer, eltine, with
her little son are with Major
Alton K. Braley, Charles H.
Twombly, Hazeltine of the U. S. A.
Charles E. Rhoades and Benj. L. Robertson.
The boys are happy in their good
fortune of being self-sustaining. They
BROOKS.

looking forward to a hike next summer into the Maine woods under the direction of their scout master; with visits
to Mt. Katahdin and Ripogenus dam.
They will complete their log cabin on the
Braley wood lot, 'upper High street,
weather permitting.
The walls are up
and the boarding ordered. Alton K. Braley has sold his wood lot to Frank M.
Bailey of Citypoint, with the stipulation
that the Scouts have the privileges he
has given them. This is agreeable to Mr.
Bailey and he is glad to encourage the
boys in their work.
are

Wonderful Values
-IN-

tor Suits, Coats Dresses, Skirts, Waists aud Furs
At the New Lower Prices.
Kvery day we are receiving new goods from New York bought at the new
market (prices. We have marked these garments at our usual low
|?Vl
prices,
tnus
passing the savings along to you.
I( y°u are in need of a new winter garment these values will
surely appeal
J
you. Our present low prices will not be
equalled in January sales.
LW ^ARRIVALS—New Wool
Jersey Tie-Back [Sweater j Blouses, new
new striped Taffeta Waists, new Sweaters.
Blouses,
All are at the
1 ^
LOWER PRICES.

lelephone
■faLa,.

NEW YORK GARMENT STORE
228-5

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

Mrs. Ara Simpson of Newburg visited
relatives in Brooks and Monroe several

davs last week.

heavy

and several wires connected with the
houses here in the village have been

broken.
The

following peoplespent Thanksgiv-

ing in town: Mr. and Mrs. George Beers

he town of Brooks is very fortunate
in having a new corn factory which will
begin work here next fall. Peas, beans,
corn and apples that the farmers have to
sell will be bought by the Black &
Gay
Canneries, Inc., of Rockland, which will
run the factory here.
With the co-operation of the farmers of this and the surrounding towns, this will without doubt
be one of the largest concerns
operating
in any town of this size. Not only
helping the people of Broods, it wlil enable
the people of Jackson,
Knox, Monroe
and the surrounding towns to
bring their
produce here where they can get the
highest prices and keep their money in
their own home towns, which
every
farmer, merchant and others should plan
to do. They have purchased the building next to Hood’s Creamery of Varney
& Rose and will build a iarge addition on
1

these buildings for their canning factory.

recent snow storm caused

The

damage to the telephone and electric
light wires. Lineman Wm. Kelsey reported fifteen broken telephone poles on
one line from here to Jackson Corner

of Skow began at J. W.
Hobbs, Sr.; Mr.
and Mrs. Gustave Ward and children of
Unity and Miss Faustena N. Roberts of
Augusta at F. K. RoDerts’; Miss Helen
Crockett of Waterville at Pearl Crockett’s; Frank Swett of Knox at Mrs
Susan Lord;*; Horace Tyler of Freedom
at Mrs. Millie Emmons’; Harry M. Brown
and family of Unity at F. W. Brown
Jr’s.; F. B. Ellis of Seeboomook, Me'
and Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Ellis of Jackl
son at J. E. Ellis’; Ferris Thomas of
U of
M. at C. W. Ryder’s;' Elbert Moulton of
and
Searsport
Miss Fannie Brown of
Swanville at Fred Moulton’s; Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Harriman and Fred Stinson
of Searsport at Mrs. Emma
Ames; Howard Hamm and son Clyde of Fairfield at
|H. Jones’; Mr. and Mrs George P.
Holt of Belfast at H. C.
Ellis’; Mr. and

£aa

E'

<

JcjJlis

|

Jr.

ChaBe °f Jackson at J. E.

At THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
It

most natural

is a

thing

for

a

person to put off

buying heavy garments in the fall until driven

by

to

the extreme weather. But now that the
cold
days are here with a rush you are bound to have
warm wraps in mind and this store
can and will
save you
money on Coats, Suits, Dresses and F"rs.
If you visited us last week and did
not find iusi
what you wanted come
again, for we have new
merchandise shipped us each week and
you will
find just the article
by coming again. Our racks
are full at this time of
beautiful coats, dozens and
dozens of them, no two
alike, many fur trimmed

it

others plain,
We would like to show
values

$19.50
you some of

$49-50
these coat
to

at.$25.50

The very newest patterns in
Serge Dresses,
style you wish is here (while they last),

anv

$18.50 to $29.50
btunning models in Silk and Georgettes, manv of
these were made to sell at $31.50 to
$39.50, but

you will have

daysat

a

chance

at

•

them for the next few
$17.95 to $25.50

0ur,styles

are many and
repriced for this
month s business, but
get yours now, they surely
won t last
are seen.
long once

in

these

scarfs,

they

Real values

$10.98 and

WATCH OUR WINDOW.

up

Truly yours,
THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
Next Door to Colonial Theatre.

Phone 156-12

Both the Republicans and. the Democrats have promised the repeal of the excess profits tsx and it is reasonable to
believe that the promise will be fulfilled
at least before the beginning of the next
fiscal year.
This tax .has yielded enormous returns to the treasury from some
large corporations who have been allowed to bleed the consumers without mercy
or hindrance.
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A.

advertising terms. For one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.

Ether!

In advance,
Subscription Terms.
*2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents

a wonderful aid to surgical
l^#hatscience
and what

one

«ne

or

a

three months.

precious

boon to humanity! How many
thousands of lives it has saved
—

QUOTATION.

how many poor sufferers it has restored to health—by making serious

Common Sense
I

stubborn, heavy, leaden

am

and delicate operations possible!
Ether is universally acknowledged

and the

me may deaden
that are glorious and

thought of

Many notions
fair,
I’m a bore, I can’t deny it, and I wouldn’t
even try it—
I am stolid, vulgar, tiresome, but I’m
there!
You can sneer and you can flout me, but
you can’t get on without me,
Though you suffer with convictions
most intense.
For your plan won’t last a minute if you
haven’t got me in it—
I am nothing more or less than Common
Sense!
—Barton Braley

11

as

heaven sent

blessing to the
and while it is but one
among the many valuable ingredients that are combined in the famous
wo

r

a

1d

* *

The foreign news from ail sources conveys the impression that England, in order to save India from Bolshevism, is
submitting to having her hands tied.
She has already taken steps to open trade
relations with the Russian Reds and accept the gold which belongs to Russia’s
debtors and her apparent unwillingness
to commit herself to a definite policy or
to contribute force to save the Armenians from the combined assault of TurkIt is not probable that any general tar- ish Nationalists and Bolshevists is further
evidence of unwillingness to combat
iff legislation will be attempted until afthe Reds.
What with Ireland added to
ter the fourth of March.
It is predicted all the
rest England surely has her hands

that an anti-dumping bill will be enacted
to prevent the wholesale dumping of foreign goods into our market in the scramble to upset it and get a foothold for
cheap grades of foreign goods here.

premiums with
Camels—all quality!

ENo
ELS

full.-—Kennebec'Journal.

most wonderful

Large cumbers of immigrants from
Europe are going to California, according to W. J. Black, passenger traffic
He
manager of the Santa Ee System
said they are mostly aliens who returned

We notice that a so-called price expert
in Boston recently said:
"Bread will go
lower if flour prices continue to drop.”

This

man

is an

optimist,

not an expert.

GOOD HEALTH IN DOLLARS AND

CENTS.

And,

puff-by-puff

dyne

exerts a

influence

stops pain and otherwise performs its important share

Bell, the German delegates, signed first,
followed in order by President Wilson

in the treatment of

and the United

States

delegates,

nated as the

prescription of a family

physician

is for internal and exolder than any other

ternal use

—

All dealers.

—

port the national government next year.
The interest annually on these foreign
loans is one-eighth of that tax
need that interest money and

We

lpvy.

ought
to have it.
We hope “discussions” will
cease on the fifth day of next March.
we

A GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP
SCHEME.
At the termination of the war Secre-

tary Baker,
knew,” had

|

The allies are wisely looking after
the.r interests, constantly and with inWould it not be wise for us to
sistence.
Our government begun to
jan money to the allies some three years
ago, and at the close of the war these
loans totaled about $10,000,000,000.
We
he same?

have nothing on which to base a claim
for payment except that there has been

ministers of the debtor countries. These
notes bear interest at 5 per cent but very
dttle interest has been paid.

The Liberty
Secretary of the

“the ablest public man I ever
on hand a number of expen-

sive, ill-conceived and partially comWhat to do with
pleted enterprises.
them was a problem. An attempt to
solve it was made by a certain Senator
who did not know how silly he was, by
introducing a bill (S. 3390) to create a
Federal Corporation having the following
purposes and powers: To operate and develop any plants or properties of the
United States, transferred to the corporation by the President or by the Secretary of War. To operate and develop
the Wilson Dam and Hydro-Electric
Power Plant, the steam-electric plant at
Muscle Shoals and another similar plant
on
the Warrior river, two explosive
plants to be transformed into plants for

and

Sloan’s does, it does thorwithout rubto the afflicted part and
promptly relieves most kinds of external pains and aches. You’ll find it
clean and non-skin-staining. Keep it
handy for sciatica, lumbago, neuralgia,
over-exerted muscles, stiff joints, backache, pains, bruises, strains trains,
bad weather after-effects.
For 39 years Sloan’s Liniment has
helped thousands the world over. You
aren’t likely to be an exception. It certainly does produce results.

All druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

Sloaiis
Liniment

of

ex-

ernment of (here is written name of government) if requested by the Secretary of
the United States of America at par with
adjustment of accrued interest.” We
■

an

why

fail to

see

sions”

need

had about this matter.

be

a

io not constitute
ne

protracted “discus-

feeling in England, we do not
how general it is, that these loans

There is
mow

any

cancelled

as

debt at

a

an

all,

but should

American contribution

to the cost of the war. The tax payers
of this country do not so regard it. They

expect

to

be taxed S4,000,000 000 to sup-

MAKE YOUR

The Parker & Wescott store at Castine
is said not to have closed its doors for
the past 114 years.
It was founded on
April 28, 1806, by Benjamin Hook and
William Witherlie. The latter bought

A

the former’s interest two years later and
in 1810, the firm name changed to Witherlie & Jarvis, which continued for 34
It was then William Witherlie &
years.
Co. from 1844 to 1855; for the next 20
years it was Witherlie & Co ; and then
it was run by William H. Witherlie until
1892, when C. Fred Jones took it over,
selling it in 1902 <o the present owners,
Parker & Wescott.

Photograph
TAKEN AT

M.

A.

COOK,

STUDIO
7 5

High Street, Belfast,

fertilizer, all of which
established for war purposes
of which produced anything

needed for the successful prosecution of
the war. The bill also gave the corpora-

essary in the conduct of its business.
The money necessary for these leases,
purchases, operations and developments,
was to come from the tax payers through

the medium of the United States treasury
and the property of the corporation was
to be exempt from all federal, State and
local taxation. Fearing that the above

provisions would not give government
ownership a strangle hold on the prosecution of business by citizens or by corporations under private management, it
was further provided that the Federal
corporation might sell the products of all
plants taken over or otherwise acquired,
to the consumers in the domestic and

Rosy'
Cheek
for Girl and
Keep

the children
health.
It is

Boy j
BIB

the^^^R 111
tliatM^^RBI"
come to them. Most
^^RRI
fi their ailments start
^^RRIR
with
of
irregularities
^^R W
the stomach and bowels.
1
Overeating or eating im- ^^B
proper food, also failure ^^R A
to establish the vitally
^^R A
important habit of a ^^R
daily movement of the ^^R
bowels, are causes of ^^R
much serious illness dur^^R .11
ing the growing years. ^^R
Frequently worms in the ^^R g^
stomach
intestines are ^^R I 1
indicated by
feverish ^^R
condition, restless nights, ^^R gf
nervousness, biting the ^^R ^
sails, choking, pains, and ^^R w
nausea.
The safe, sure
^^R
remedy, is “L. F. At- ^^R M
wood's
Jal
used
gientest

blessing

tan

“*

or

a

m

by

Medicine,
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Maine mothers for
than a half century. Buy it now and
have it ready for family illnesses. 50
cents at your dealers.
Satisfaction
assured.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
more

Portland, Maine.

every

now

was

always

Camels leave no unpleasant cigarette
aftertaste nor unpleasant cigarett y o, ;
Your say-so about Camels will be:

i!

“My,

but that's

ex-

for expert advice
on making tax returns.
Either the American people must be acknowledged to

tem of taxation.
that they
rule are ready to
do so with fairly good grace, reserving
only the right to do a certain amount
of good natured grumbling as the perogative that goes along with the duty. The
statement of Mr. Roper that only $25,000,000 is spent annually to collect taxes,
as against the enormous sum for tax education is substantial proof of this.
The two statements taken together,
| however, make a combinat on that is
little short of scandalous. Even though
we have become so accustomed to vast
sums and large figures that none is too
big for us to mention glibly, $125,000,000
is a big lot of money to be expended for
no practical return that benefits the
people. Tax collectors must have their salaries, of course, but such a sum as Mr.
Roper names sounds excessive, even in
the United States, and tax educators are
a very modern luxury.
There have been plenty of evidences
already presented to demonstrate the
need of tax reform. These only sweli
the impressive list.—Kennebec Journal.
ana

as

flavor the result of

a

Runners,

aware

a

Maine.
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Laces by the yard
Mats,

GET INTO BUSINESS

We have a few tab-collarWatkins 137 products sell to every farmer
own auto or team can
give bond. Write silk and linen hand math
today for information where you can get terand $2.00. Call at Journal
ritory for selling products of largest institu- !
tion of kind in world.
Twenty million users.
SUE M. 1J. R. WATKINS CO..
AMY I
7w46p
Dept. Ill, Winona, Minn. \

TO RENT
Tenement of five

Enquire

rooms

ACENT WANTED IN

at the

JOURNAL OFFICE.

For

|

—

good things

Always have
on

to eat.

goodiy supply

hand, for second

the rule where
are served.

This vast sum of money has been
a part of our burden of national debt. NoUa dollar of it has been

a

helpings

are

Superba products

Superba Coffee and Teas
never
disappoint

paid from the receipts for tolls. Not until the profits (?) are eight times greater
than last year, will the amount thereof
be sufficient to pay four and one- quarter
per cent interest on the cost of the canal.

Kill That Cold With

It is doubtful if the use of the canal will
ever yield a sum which will pay the operating expenses and a fairly good rate of
interest on its cost.

“Broken in health, but alert in mind."
was the pith of a
statement concerning President Wilson, recently made
by his private secretary, Mr. Tumulty.
This is the most clarified and comprehensive statement which has yet been
made concerning the physical and mental condition of Mr. Wilson.
That he is
broken in physical health is an undisThis

Those who think his mental

thoughtfully read
Thanksgiving proclamation expressthroughout in his superb diction.

ed

Milliken-Tomlinson Co.,
Distributors

Portland,

CASCARA

D QUININE

for

and

Colds, Coughs

La Grippe

Neglected Colds
Take

chances.

are

Dangerous

Keep this

standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.
no

—

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

WAI'KINS Co.,

.j.

WANT

Rent

A HOUSE OF EIGHT ROOMS with all
modern conveniences.
For particulars
MRS. S. G. SWIFT.
apply to
Tel. 346-3
48

you want

\

To sell the Original \V
Spices, Extracts, etc. IV
All or spare tin
peaters.

below stairs,

Jus£ right Anywhere Any time

^

w

If you

Superb.

ne-

etc.

Separate Coliais

self

the

V\

Filet Centerpieces

The
Canned Goods

Kingsbury Co., Importers,
Bangor,

„[*,

Collar and Cuff Set-

best liked by Maine folks and
folks who visit Maine folks.

Thurston &

ne«

Lacks

choice in

Buy a packet today of your
neighborhood dealer.

a

Linen and Pongee
Lunch Cloths
Centerpieces

be remarkably s tupid on this subject or
something must be wrong with the sys-

general

GOODS'

from China which would niuks
mas gifts:
fcMBROlDERll

hundreds of tea flavors—a flavor

and is now

his

great cigarette

We have received

lars.

puted fact.

a

NEW

Has the refreshing, healthful
properties you will like. And a
flavor! My! But it’s good! A

cessity to ours. It cost a little more
than four hundred and fifty million dol-

health is broken should

refreshing—they

tire your taste.

Orange Pekoe Tea

constructive
It was needed by

commercial nation and

are

$100,000,000 annually

greatest engineering and
in the world.

to you

Tax Education and Collection

supporting. The figures given show that
during the last fiscal year the gross receipts were $8,955,871, and that the operating expenses were $6,548,272, leaving
The canal stands
a profit of $2,387,599.

success

a

new

Former Tax Commissioner Roper is
authority for the statement that it costs
taxpayers in the United States about

Washing-

to the credit of the United States

as

never

c

Harbor,

port markets in competition with established merchants and producers.
It has been announced from

Yet,
They

*

The radio station at Otter Cliffs, Bar
is said to be the most important
and most efficient station in the world.
Secretary Daniels has presented the
Navy Cross to Lieut. Allesandro Fabbri
for exceptionally meritorious service in
the development of this station.

tion authority to lease or purchase other
properties and to take by condemnation

ton that the Panama Canal is

f.
l>
t

TURKISH & DOMESTIC},
BLEND
;
ClCARgTTKS
A
^

mild mellowness
that
as it is
delightful
that desirable “body” is all
there!

is

i

They are in
must pay taxes

Treasury to exchange these demand notes
process such lands, materials, minerals,
for long term bonds of the debtor nations.
patented processes, the property of priThe Secretary has been, for several
vate competitors and any other thing
months, engaged in “discussions” with
which the corporation might deem nec.hose countries as to the terms
change and has intimated that interest
on the debt has been deferred since April
of last year, pending the reaching of an
agreement. These demand notes contain
ihis provision: “This certificate (meanng note) will be converted by the gov-

jn

oughly—penetrates
WHAT
bing

were

none

cigarette

with that handy bottle of
Sloan’s Liniment

child life at the economic value of $1000,
it means $774,000 saved to the State.
These figures are used by Dr. Bristol,
State Commissioner of Health, in pre
senting to Maine people the value of
public health work. In terms of financial loss from preventable deaths, the
work which the State Department of
Health is doing in checking and preventing contagious disease in every part of
the State is of tremendous value.
Besides the financial loss, which is a
unique way in which to estimate the
death rate of this State, there is the
tremendous suffering and sorrow which
all these unnecessary deaths carry in
their wake. Compared to the financial
loss through unnecessary deaths, is the
$100,000 appropriation which the commissioner is asking of the coming legislature
for the continuance and progress of health
work in Maine. In this one particular
field alone the death rate from preventive
causes, the commissioner points out that
health work is worthy of the support of
every citizen, as well as a generous ap
propriation for its maintenance.

the manufacture of

deposited in the Treasury certain promisplants
sory notes signed by the ambassadors or

any

0U(H!AN0THER
RHEUMATIC TWINGE

25 and 50c.

period,

001).

loan acts authorized the

—

different from all others.

gold marks which, on the basis of prewar
exchange value would be worth
about. $15,000,000,000 in U. S. gold currency.
Although now worth only about
one-fifth that sum the bonds will ultimately be worth par, and our allies have
a tangible asset instead of the promise of

do

etc.

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment origi-

60,000,000,000

The German government has
given its endorsement to that promise.
It is a negotiable asset worth, at the present rate of exchange, at least $3,000,000,-

Coughs, Colds,

Chills, Sprains, Strains,

Great

:wo men.

—

Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,

Britain, France, Italy and Japan. The
minor powers then signed in alphabetical
order. By the terms of the treaty Germany promised to make certain reparations of live stock stolen, machinery
taken from factories, equipments taken
from railroads, works of art and several
other things which rapacity had prompted the Germans to take or to destroy. To
some extent these leparations have been
made, but time will be required to enable
Germany to make all the reparations
specified in the treaty. In addition to
rhese reparations the treaty stipulates
that Germany shall pay a large cash indemnity. The payment of this must
necessarily be paid in installments extending over a period of perhaps twenty
These reparations and the inyears.
demnity were the promises tff the two
Germans mentioned above who presumably acted under the authority of the
German government. This was all that
oould be expected at the time of signing
Now after the lapse of about
:he treaty.
7 months the German government has
given treaty bonds to the reparation commission to the amount of

—

Camels have

ft
i

The water power on the Saco river
is being developed as fast as possible.
least $2,000, Maine suffered an unneces- Another year it is expected that the
Clark Fower Company will develop the
sary loss of $7,278,000 last year.
The Saco river
In Maine last year there were 10,919 water power up river.
is 45 miles long, is fed by 75 lakes,
deaths of which one-third, or 3639, acrepresenting 17,493 horse power. Sevcording to the above statement, might eral million dollars will be spent in a few
A beginning was to
have been prevented. Multiplying this years on the river.
have been made this year, but on account
number of deaths by the $2000 which the
of the scarcity and high price of buildcommissioner conservatively names as a ing
material, it was decided not to begin
low price to put upon adult human life, operations on an extensive scale.
the startling financial figure previously
mentioned is attained.
Looking at the situation in Maine from
the angle of child life, statistics filed at
Augusta show 2547 deaths of children
under ten years of age for 1918; and 1773
such deaths for last year. This shows a
saving of 774 child lives in the past
Get busy and relieve those pains
twelve month
or estimating a

soothing and healing

June 28, 1919, the treaty of peace was
signed by the powers. Drs. Mueller and

with

the world!

good agriculturists and find in
the vineyards and orchards of California
the best opportunities for their abilities,
Mr. Black said.
“Now that the war is over, most of
them are coming back and they are furnishing California with the largest stream
of immigration I think it has ever had.
This has been going on some six months
and increasing slowly.
I believe they
average between 600 and 750 a month.”
very

the financial value of a human life is at

ano-

the way to prove
//,5f
is' to compare Camels

statement

Upon the conservative estimate that

yet the presence of this great

AND DISCUSSIONS

ADJUSTMENTS

cigarette smoke y0u
drew into your mouth!

ever

years

are

quality plus Camels

^ pert blend of choice Turkish ex
and
choice Domestic tobaccos pass out
the

have passed since a to Europe to fight for their native counPresident had greater need of wisdom in tries.
"The California bound immigrants are
choosing his cabinet.”—Boston Herald.
Referring to whom, Harding or Wil- chiefly French, Italians and Greeks, who

“Many

son?

old

SHE HAS HER HANDS FULL

Maine

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL
SUPERB TOR YOUR TABLE,

WILL PAY' ONE HUM
for a fine copy' of m-:■
1875, by Mary Baker Gl4w46
J
4 Gardiner St., R»
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three years old and I doctored for
g:nce I came out of the army.
Like many others, I spent
v'ed ‘cures’ and I have read
•mil.IIcould almost taste it. I
or walk without pain: my

obliged

6i

■

umatism, neuritis and like
treatment supposed to drive
■•1m »od and boily. 11 took Mr.
id find out the truth.
He
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of his

his

recover

Mysteries,”

now
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George Higgins have
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treat, Jr., and little son,
returned from a three
,vi
Bangor.
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Carleton

and women lost $7,000,because they
year
were
to stop work through sickmen

How effective this work will be next
year, depends upon the people of
Maine wdio are now being given opportunity to show how MUCH they
care
by purchasing generously the
seals and health bonds now on sah
for 1920 Christmas Seal Campaign.
To carry out the effective program
which has been drawn up for 1921 b>
the executive committee of the As
Bociation. for years known to Malm
people as the Maine Anti-Tuberculo
sis Association, $50,000 are needed
Four million seals and health bonds
in denominations of from five to om
thousand dollars have been distribut
ed to health workers in every town
in that state and an average of ten
seals to every man woman and child
must be maintained if the quota is t<
be gained.

iper wishes ‘‘The Inner
-in" overlooked by doctors
]>ast, simply send a post
icarwater, 631-B Street.
I now, lest you forget! Ir
:.
cut out this notice and
and opportunity to some
send will receive it by
charge whatever.
■

■

How
Xmas

gies.

being

•iuthority who devoted over
;t ;flc study of this trouble.

;.

Buy

ness!
Two percent of the people of this
Etate are constantly sick!
How much do YOU care?
Much of this sickness is preventable
and to aid in removing personal suf
t'ering and general economic loss the
Maine Public Health Association Is
devoting its resources and its ener

•Mil at the change.” You might
put out a fire with oil as try

d; -orders, and

Year.

f

Maine
000 last

Mil stiff I could not hold a pen.
n in active business and can
write all day with comfort.

u

Sickness Each
Do You Care?

Much
Seals.

,,

...

Harding
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SEVEN MILLIONS

home recently purCarew.
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Best Man

Young pleasantly enterII. M. Club recently. De
•ns were

served.

Daniel Carleton.

ll f

pent Thanksgiving with
husband, Mr. and Mrs.
of Dorchester, Mass.

~

i

f red F. Barden and daughith Monroe were guests
L. Clements recently.
and

lids

former pupils of

of Hampden regreted
Hath at the home of his
Rer

icton, chairman of the
\. E. M. P. A., was in
the annual meeting of

rden, who has been the
Lydia Woo '.mau, also of
ife, Mr. and Mrs. F. F.
Monroe, has returned
and her

e

sister,

Job.

The time has come when the best man
for the job is the fellow who will hold it.
The best man is not, necessarily, the man
who can turn out most work or who
makes the most noise about it. Instead,
it is the man who always turns out good
work aud puts in an honest day's labor
every day he is on the job.
During those
days of the war when help was scarce
and the manufacturers and others had to
take such help as they could get, there
were
many men employed who were
slovenly about their work, who did not
attempt to do a thorough job and who
bragged about how little work they could
do in a day and get away with it.
To be sure this class of men was not in
the majority, but they were to be found
in about every industrial plant and in
about every city.
Now that the rush is
over and most of the plants aie cutting
down the number of employees, there is
a
weeding out process going on. The
employers know who have been giving
them honest work and who have been
loafing on the job. In this general weeding out of labor it will not be the former
who is let go. lustead, he will stay as
long as there is work for him to do, and
in many cases his boss will look around
carefully to lind something to keep him
goiug unlit business picks up again. The
man who has been loafing on the job and
careless of his work, will be the first to

lauie! Staples of Everett,
ed into their new home

to-

for

Mrs

and

Coolidge Pay Eloquent

Tribute to the American Red Cross
President-elect Warren G. Harding and VicePresident-elect Calvin Coolidge pay tribute to the
American Red Cross and appeal for support of the
Fourth Red Cross Roll Call for members, November 11
to 25, in the following messages:—
your membership roll-call for this
impending, I have wanted to express my very
earnest sympathy for your cause and my hopes that it
may be forwarded by the coming campaign.
“If in all the world there is an organization more
entitled to be regarded as doing good universally and
doing nothing else at any time or any place, I do not

“Noting that

season

is

h she recently sold to
Swanville.

1

great many men have lost all conception of what it means to render an
adequate service in return for the wages
they are paid. Under present conditions,
with prices gradually going down to a
pre-war level in many lines, the manufacturer finds it essential that each employee should render a full day’s service
for the pay he gets if the plant is to be
continued successfully —Bath Times.

irtlett, who recently purs L).
Wilson farm, has
spend the winter, makjmobile with his

friend,

of Belfast.
1

or,

and sale

supper

Jof

HUMPHREYS7

the auspices of Mizlye, will be held at the
r

■

hall Thursday afterg, Bee. 9th.

[Signed]

Sanford H. Baker, who
ted in marriage, gave a

PARTIAL LIST

home to about forty
impden and W'mterport.
veral

useful,

1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
2. Worms, Worm Fev- r
3. Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia
9. Headache, Side Headache, Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Weak Stomach
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
13. Rheumatism, Lumbago
10. Fever and Atfue, Malaria
17.Pllas, Blind, Bleeding, Internal. Extern**
19. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head

Delicious refreshream, assorted cake and
r>ed.
The evening was
gilts.

with music and cards, and
he departing guests wished
us and happy life.
■

tire at the home of Mr.
B. Littlefield on the GoshJiscovered at 2 a. m., Tues»ey
-■

.Nov.

23d.

An alarm

phone and

a

large

20. Whooping Couth
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30. L’rinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat. Quinsy
77, Grip, Grippe, Lu Grippe
For sale by druggists everywhere.

was

crew

premises and extinguishihe damage by tire, water

estimated to be about SnOO.

>

HTMPHREYS*
Corner William

the fine house was saved
were

o>

nearly

new

FOR

No.

valuable

and

JTOMF.O.
ana

Ann

MEDICINE
Streets, New York

in town.

“

WARREN G. HARDING

rn

JOB

Marshal John S. It H. i
will be among the lirst

j

et

“

[Signed]
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■
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Sun says:
four years customthat Mr. Wilson is
a year in advance of exsecond term.
Nooody
will happen but all the
ack rail birds ligure that
scratched and that Frank
den of the
State prison,
Republican State cornend and neighbor of Guy

-'ms

are
seen

■

Augusta, National

I

■till ruu
■
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trough.”
1

he
1,1

said to be administered by
‘departments. The directors
a
ssparate department of
:"'3es should be established
*:
by
* 'cl‘
should have charge of
,
; ‘f all motor cars, regulation
8 and other phases
of autov‘‘t Mr

MrtmentPr0Per,y

comin* before

Waldo Countv Pomona Grange No. 12
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L

htlfis

t

dwelled Cxosmutop
liws h«ptner ■».

distress of the unfortunate nr
any
of a number of expertly
conducted

The primary obligation of the American Red Cross is to the
Service
Man of the Arinv and Navy.
Five
duties still remain:
First, To stay with the Army of Occupation, comprising about 17,000
officers and men.

Second, To continue in the hospitals
of the
Anay, the Navy and the
Public Health Service where there
are more than 26.000 men many of
whom will be
for
retained there
months and some
for years,
and
recreational and social
carry on
work.

Third, To keep in touch as an AdvisOrganization with the disory
charged men of the Army and Navy,
and be ready—not in the way of financial aid, hut what is worth more
—to

contribute

kind

advice

and

friendly assistance.
Fourth, To carry on the work with
the families of soldiers and sailors
and for the community at large.
Fifth, To care for those blinded in the
crash of war,
a
Service
turned
over to the Red Cross by the Government.
Answer the membership call of
your Red Cross, which holds its Fourth
Roll Call November 11-25. and fulfill
your obligation to the brother who
fought and suffers for you and the
brother who is still in the Army and
Navy, ready to protect you.

munity.

My Name_____

the
may be,
work that the half-dollar does will be
of benefit to the place from which it

My Address____..._

No citizen can afford to preserve an
attitude of aloofness toward
conditions in his home town. However indifferent he may be to personal risks
or however uninterested
from a busi-

point of view there must be
someone—wife, children or friends—

ness

of rehe feel
a protective impulse toward all
little
children.
It is not enough
that we
should put our own house in order. So
long as conditions prejudicial to
health exist in any home there is always the possibility of disease germs
being carried from that home to the
school the playground and the street
and to other homes.

Especially

a

sense

must

The city or town officials will aid
the destitute where such cases are
brought to their attention, but they
cannot hunt them out. The Red Cross,
through its Hime Service, can and
does.
The city or town officials will do
their best to see that insanitary conditions are improved wherever they become aware of Bnch conditions.
The
Red Cross through its educational
methods, aims to prevent such conditions from arising. One half of the
citizen's $1.00 wil help, therefore, to
bring it to pass that the people shall
artually put into practice the doctrine
hat an ounce of prevenion is worth a
pound of cure.
The other half of the citizen’s $1.00
to the National headquarters of
the Red Cross at Washington to be
used partly for rational relief work
and partly for relief work abroad.

goes

"he

Red Cross foreign activities
being rapidlv narowed down to
relief work among the suffering chil-

are

dren.
No one can say that those
children are to blame for the situat'on in which they find themselves, or
that they could have foreseen it and
made provision
for it.
They are
wholly guiltless; as guiltless as the
children in our own New England.
Eleven million of them are war orThe parents of millions of
phans.
others are quite or nearly destitute.
Call
Their own governments are too beset
fear Red frost
with
vital economic and
political
problems to look aft,er them. In other
nukes her work
words a whole generation of children
lr. Central Europe is growing up in a
stgte of physical and mental neglect.
There are 10eu Red Cross Public Thousands of course will die.
It is
Heaith Nurses on duty in the United too late now to help them. What sort
States to-day—106 in the New Eng- of future
citizens will the
others
land Division. Many more are need- make? Putting aside the question of
ed.
their undeserved sufferings, what sort
Your membership dollar will help- of men and women will be formed oul
increase their number—it may save of these millions of under-nourished
your home.
bodies and stunted minds?

She Answers Hmnanifyi

Membership
possible

Mrs. Bridge is Sure

Mr.

We are
To

ready

serve

you

and Mrs.

Winfield Flye are reon the birth of a

Everyone who can is now in the woods
cutting pulp wood which is reported to be
in great demand at almost
fabulous
prices.
Donald Mathieson who was recently
elected Supt. of Schools for the class of
Montville, Freedom, Knox and Thorndike
is a

University

of Maine man and for

some time past has been

principal of the

were

pained to receive

news

of

The foolish nwv
buus

After suffering for nine long years with two of the
worst
diseases in existence, after trying scoresof medicines
without
getting results, and after being told by physicians that the
rheumatism was nearing her heart and that her days were !
numbered, Mrs. Anna Bridge, a lifelong resident of this sec- (
tion, tried Goldine No. 2 as a last resort and found that medicine >to be the only one able to relieve her and the
remedy
which saved her life. This is what Mrs. Bridge says:
“Three months ago, I was told I must ait back and wait for j
death which could not be more than a few weeks
I I
away.
was told that the rheumatism which has
made the last nine
a
years
period of the most terrible agony, was creeping in
toward my heart and would eventually stop the heart action
And I was told that there was nothing that could help me.
I
believed them.
1 had tried all kinds of medicines for kidney
trouble and rheumatism and got no relief from any of them.
But a friend of mine told me that I should not give up until I
had tried Goldine No. 2. She brought me a
Mrs. £>. McOafrey
package of No. 2
tablets and I began taking them. I have heen taking them
since ana teel sure that
they have kept me out of a coffin. I feeling younger and
better than I felt in
years, the pains are almost all gone from my body and the kidney trouble has disappeared.
It took some time for the tablets to show any
results,
but it was worth while waiting for.
Goldine No. 2 is a blessing for sufferers from
Kidney trouble and rheumatism
Mrs. S. McCafrey received great benefit from Goldine.
GOLDINE IS SOLD BY CITY DRUG STORE.
———

The

Kiddies’

Everyone likes music—why not give OKeh
phonograph records for Xmas. They are a

never-ending
It is

so

enjoyment.
drop a postal for complete

source

easy to
catalogue of the wonderful new OKeh records, make your selection—send your order—
records delivered to your door
postpaid—your
Xmas shopping is over.
All OKeh records are ten inch double disc
and sell for $1 00 each. Latest song and dance

hits—all,the old favorites—something to please
every one. Better send today before the Xmas
rush

Btarts—we'll tell you all about our direct

by mail service and free monthly bulletin of

records.
A full sized package of wonderful new
needles free with your first order.
4t47
MUSICAL PRODUCTS CO.,
142B Berkeley Street,
Boston, Mass,
new

w7 ALLEN

H

now

of

hav

e

a

new

Headwear, Sweaters,
Dresses, Hosiery and
Undergarments

before buying.

Be sure to come in

Cordially,

Georgie E. Hall,
Church Street,

Chiropractor
59

hours—9-10, 2-5,

High Street,

6.30-7.30. gfc
Room 1 and 2.

ALGOLA PILLS
Make Pure Blood. For
Constipation. Relieve
Oas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
i-’narmacal Co., sole nroprietor, P
O
Rn*
1103, City Hall
New

signature

on

buij

Hais ^r\d Ca.ps
Sold Bi|
D. P. PALMER

OWEN BROS.

BANGOK LINE
Change of schedule, tffective Oct. £
STEAMER BELFAST
Leave Belfast Mondays and Thursdays at Sr.
p. m, for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
at 5 p. m. (standard time) for Belfast and way

landings
Leave Belfast Wednesdays and Saturdays at
7.15 fot Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Return—Leave Bangor Mondays and Thurfc-

days

at 11

a. m.

for Boston and way

GEO. E.DUNTON,

Belfast,

iardingg
Agent

Ma'-ne,

next to National Bank

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels

Office

Be wise,

Shop

fall line of

at reasonable prices.

&r\d left

-,

Children’s
1

ri^kt

|

----

Most Appreciate J Christmas
Present You Can Give

wise n\&i\

bvitjs ri^kt.

After Suffering With Kidney Trouble and Rheumatism for Nine Years, She
Found Relief in Goldine No, 2, trie Famous Herb Remedy.

Station;

York.'

each box.

Se5

Special

Notice

We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business ail the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Mt.
tf»7

Telephone 125

FOR SALE

AUTO

Two.cook stoves, two iron beds, three
bureaus, rocking chairs,two tables, couch,
ice box, cabinet bed, kitchen cabinet and
several smalll articles. Apply to
WALTER A. CLEMENT,
2 Congress Street, Belfast, Me.
Tel. 117-14
43tf

trucking of all kinds and passenger cars to let by the day or hour.

TO LET

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance

Two furnished rooms, electric lights and
bath. Garage if desired. Two minutes’
walk from Post Office. Inquire of

Liberty Hitr'n School.
Clement

_

Ike

Qoldine Saved Her Life

Friends and relatives here of Dana U.

ceiving congratulations
daughter, born Nov. 16.

__

Town--State__

came.

sponsibility.

___

ac-

Whatever it

towards whom he feels

No. 3. Maine.

one

tivities designed for the relief of the
individual or the welfare of the com-

"LEST WE FORGET"

Belfast, R F. D.
Brooks, ;Maine

the

local needs. It may help pay
the salary of a Public
Health Nurse,
the preparation of
emergency aid, the
cost of lessons in home
hygiene and
care of the sick, the
mitigation of

>:^f

ABORN’
ABORN, Ma7tetrary’
Master,

Dear Secretary: I’m glad to see the Grange being pushed with
good advertising. And here’s my dollar for
Country Gentleman for a year—52 weekly issues. Please forward
my order to the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

place one-half of it
to the local Red Cross
Chapter

to meet

WEST MONTVIl.LE

take up the question of
automobile and highway

3tate,
appointed at the
'ting Friday of the directors of
Automobile Association. These

For this advertisement we are indebted to The Country Gentle-

In the first
goes

older than the

ress

You need the Grange and the Grange
needs you. You need its experience
in cooperation, in checking radical
tendencies and in stabilizing the nation. You need its voice at Washington. It needs your prompt support.

Call, November 11 to 25, what
disposition will be made of his dollar?

More than 26. ooo men.
*'lin hospital* aa
It of to* war *i

even

of years as well as the news of progin farming. For farmers it believes in active, practical organization
such as the Grange affords. It presents a weekly review of the
sweeping progress of farm cooperation in
organization which is the hope of the
future. By subscribing for a full year
of 52 issues you receive for only one
dollar a farm-news service that will
Our
repay you many times over.
secretary will forward your order.

farmer is expected to stand the first
shrinkage of prices.

Roll

to

was

■

Present

”

If a

Republican

Christinas

MAN, which is

Grange and which reflects the wisdom

citizen of your city or
town
joins the American Red Cross as a
$1.00 annual member in the Fourth

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE

Makes a Fine

The

same

Grange is fighting your fight the
today as it did fifty years ago.
Another war has ended. Again the

Community,

The
Journal

delivery, parcel post, postal savings and a lot of other
things your Grandfather did not have, but needed, following the Civil War.

Half of It in the Nation
and Overseas

THE

con-

favorite over the

ghled policy of the greedy
’lie lirst Wilson adminisand retribution may be
snal Mayo was asked to
*o in the spring of 1914. a
lew administiation starlrm was to run until Dec.
had held the office since
efficient official. Demojob and they got it a year
auvance of the term that
irily would have been
’lie incumbent.
Retaliate
invoked, will oust the
lull year in advance of
terms giving them seven
years of feeding at the

ee

I

CALVIN COOLIDGE

better conditions for

schools and better government. Today you have
agricultural colleges, experiment stations, extension, rural

YOOB R£0 CROSS DOLLAR
T!!E REO CROSS AND
THE SERVICE MAN Half of It Works in Your

to

in the Lewiston Sun.
a
salary of $3,U00 a

”

“There are no large results without organized efIn no other way can the mercy of mankind adequately be expressed. To that end the Red Cross, the
greatest expression of the compassion of mankind,
should have its organization maintained and sup-

ported.

Grange began the fight for

farmers; for better marketing; better homes; better

fort.

thcial head under the new
j

imistrauon, according

The

_—

_

MtAL WILSON’S

Warthen
Consumers then clamored for cheaper
food. Prices fell—farm prices most of all. Farmers
sought aid in cooperation, in organization. They
founded the National Grange—the first national farmers’ organization to survive fifty years.
had just ended

♦

The full list of Dr. Humphreys* Remedies foi
internal and external use, moots the needs <
families for nearly every ailment from Infancy
to old ago—described in Dr. Humphreys’ Manual
nailed free.

let

YourGrandfatherandyourFatherfacedruin.

“It would be peculiarly a misfortune, if the Red
Cross, with its magnificent organization and splendid
purpose of useful achievement should lose any measure
of its efficiency because the special interest and enthusiasm of war-time has ceased. Your organization
has been built to serve humanity, and humanity needs
its service in peace, just as it did in war. My best
wishes for all success go out to you.

A

j

The Harvest of
50 Years

know what it may be.

hpve been spending ] get through.

old home of the latter

■

tf45

H. L. BUCKLIN,
84 Church Street

Call 114 3

C. A. Paul

FOR SALE
Low price

second nand

parloff

and kitchen stoves,

20tf

J. AUS1L\ McKEEN.

Oarage.

Dr. Hester Browrc
Fire, Liability, Automobile
PYTHIAN BLOCK.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High

Afreet.

Tel. 320

Phone 316-3

his death which occured at his home in

Waterville Nov. 18, at the age of about
He was born in Montville and
passed his early life in this town and
GOOD WAGES PAID.
Searsmont, marrying Miss Nellie Bryant
ELIJAH MORSE,
of the latter town. They went to Water- Apply to
Tel. Liberty, 11-4
Belmont, Me.
ville where they have always resided.
He was a blacksmith by trade engaged
for the most part in ironing carriages.
He was for 7 years a member of the
FOR FLETCHER’S
Waterville City Government.
R I
52 years.

Children Cry

CASTO

A

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker
Fully equipped for prompt service at
all times.
Iy29
72 Main Street, Belfast.

Always take your county
paper first, then if you
have any spare change
take as many others
you want.

as

STOCKTONSPR1NGS

Hood’s

Harold Griffin went to a Bangor hospital Monday for examination for troubles
of long standing.
It is reported that Edward McLain has
purchased the Lathrop place on Church !
street from P. L. Hupper.

Sarsaparilla
Makes Food
Taste Good
an appetite, aids digestion,
purities the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pairfs and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the "story of the great

Creates

merit and

saparilla.

of Hood’s SarIt is just the medicine

success

you need now.

Hood’s Pills
or

cathartic,

Mrs. Fred Swift of Searsport was the
over the week-end of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Shute.
Mr. and Mrs. James Clifford and their
young son were the guests on Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Harding.
George H. Avery and his brother-inlaw, Mr. Libby, came up from Rockland

guest

laxative
according to dose.

help—fine

Relieve headache, restore comfort.
DARLING-MORSE

A wedding of interest to a large circle
of friends took place Saturday evening at
the Calvary Baptist Church, Providence,
R. I., when Miss Dorothea MacLelland
Morse of Chicago, and Mr. Roland Rice
Darling of Providence were united in
marriage by Rev. Edward Holyoke. The
church was effectively decorated with
palms and other greens. To the music of
The Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin the
'bridesmaids entered the rear of the chancel, passed down the several aisles, and
out to meet the bride. The bride entered
the church with Mr. E. T. Hileborn, by
whom she was given in marriage preceded by her attendants, Miss Marjorie
Hileborn, maid of honor, bridesmaids
Miss Hills, Miss Cherry, Miss Gibbs, Miss
Hillis, and two little girls, Frances and
-Jean Criilis, flower girl and ring bearer.
They were met at the altar by the bridegroom and his best man, Mr. William
Wedemer. The bride was charming in a
draped gown of ivory white satin, her
tulle veil attached to a lace coronet, was
She carried a
■aslened with pearls.
■shower bouquet of bride roses and wore
a string of pearls, the gift of the groom.
Miss Marjorie Hileborn, maid of honor
wore a gown of opalescent crepe de chene,
■with picture hat and carried an arm bouquet of roses. The colors of the bridesmaids’ gowns were blue, yellow, orchid

on

Pendleton were in Brownville on Thanksgiving, the guests of Miss Muriel Go .d

ere.

Mrs. Amy Coleman
daughter, Ada Frances, left
morning to pass the winter in Medfield,

How the
Certificate of Authenticity
is worded
I hereby certify that the Official Laboratory Model
New Edison No 12345,encased in a Chippendale period
cabinet, purchased October 4, 1920, by Mr. Maurice
L. Gray of Cape Rozier, Me., from Fred D. Jones of
Belfast Me is an exact duplicate in Realism and
Tonal Quality of the Official Laboratory Model New
Edison with which I made the famous Tone-Test Comparison at the Colonial Theatre on Sept. 6th, and that
it will sustain the test of direct comparison with living artists in the same successful manner.

Mrs. J. W. Lambert received a note
last week from Mrs. H. W. Barbour at
San Diego, expressing great satisfaction
over the change from Maine winters.
Frank and Luther Holmes, who nave
been running fisb to the East Coast Fisheries Co. at Rockland, returned last
week and have gone into winter quarters.

Given under

tember,

Robert Andrews, who has charge of the
Sandypoint shipyard, moved on Tuesday
into the furnished bungalow owned by
Mass.
the company, for convenience during the
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Clark and their
winter months.
two small children were in Searsport on
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Mr.
Thanksgiving, guests at Mrs. Clark’s old
and Mrs. William Avery and Mr. and
home.
in a
A small barge owned by ths Pejepscot Mrs. Everett Staples participated
dinner on Thanksgiving at the
Paper Co. was towed to the plant of the turkey
S. WardStockton Yard last week to undergo ex- home of Mr. and Mrs. George
well in Sandypoint
tensive repairs.

WE

Laboratory

We want you

right

Help yourMotil^ISfouIt
A moulting hen needs good heaith, good appetite and
chesticn. That's just what Poultry Pan-a-ce-a does for a
!, .ailing hen—gives her appetite and good digestion, so

digest

Dr. Hess

more.

Poultry

inspect

Helps 3 our poultry through the moult. And starts your
pullets and moulted hens to laying.
It contains Tonics that produce appetite and good
’ige.>‘ion—Tonics that tone up the dormant egg organs—
T-on that gives a moulting hen rich, red blood and a red
comb. 5t contains Internal Antiseptics that destroy disease
sArms that may be lurking in the system.

atre.

Yes,

we

guarantee that work.

Main

‘‘The

Co.,

Tell ns how many chicks

you

have.

But,

Dr. Bess
Stock Tonic
keeps hogs
healthy, drives

Street, Belfast, Maine.

nograph

gladly play
or

them for you.

If you

write for the illustrated booklet

La Juive—Rachel! quand du Seigneur la

grace

cannot

spare the

describing

we

of

have all the expert

that I,

as-

as a

This document is even more than an
A-l guarantee. It is a fitting momenta of a great event. What could

be

it

store.

FRED D.

will

appropriate than the

more

auto-

come

right down

to

brass tacks?

JONES

Main Street, Belfast, Maine

time, call

them.
umber

tutelaire

(Rachel, When the Grace of the Lord Entrusted Thee to Me)
Enrico Caruso 88625
Tarantelle (Chopin)
Piano
Alfred Cortot 64910
The Garden of Memory
Emilio
64911

10

OiLuna (Oh Silvery Moon)

10

At

Soul”

graphed-verdict of a great artist?
So, weVe had Miss Tiffany inspect Read the exact wording of this handthe Official Laboratory Models at our somely engraved certificate. Doesn’t

The New Victor Records
for December are now here
Come in and

a

absolutely As a result, the great artist has
are getting the phosigned a Certificate of Authenticity
We to be given with each of them.
Supreme Realism.

dealer, can give
you, that you can have a phonograph
that will equal the recent perform-

hear these records.

with

want you to be

want you to
surance

to

■-■■'La

certain that you

or* worms.

We have a package to salt.

we

Phonograph

ance.

you

'•

jo disease where Pan-a-ce-a is led

Hall Hardware

manager, will install at Brooks this wina
husking and cutting station for
corn, which will then ne brought to Belfast for canning. This will add greatly
to the convenience of the farmers in
Brooks and near by sections. Mr. Rondeau has already begun to solicit acreage
for next season’s corn and bean crops,

same

great

r'an-a-ce-a helps your poultry to stay at par during the
moult. They don’t become run-down, pale and thin.

ter

in the phonogranh we’ll exhibit
the to you is capable of giving the

soprano, in the recent which Mr. Edison spent three
concert at Colonial The- million dollars in research

mous

PAN-A-CE-A

i

to

away

come

astounding performance
as that given by the phonoexact duplicates of the mar- graph used Monday evening,
velous instrument that was Sept. 6th. Furthermore it is
tested against the voice of an exact duplicate of the OrigMiss Marie Tiffany, world fa- inal Laboratory Model on

Think cf the amount of a hen’s energy, vitality and red
i loorl that’s required to reproduce a thousand feathers!
(which is only an average plumage).

t.—t eiic’ll eat more and

to

Official Laboratory Models we
have in our store. They are

Moulting time is the time (hat ahen needs assistance. Itia
off season in the life of the hen.

the

The local plant of the Saco Valley
Canning Company, Arthur L. Rondeau

want

Model

which took Belfast bv storm!
It is backed by the artist’s
Certificate of Authenticity

"bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs,
Clarence Morse of Chicago, former residents of Providence. The bridegroom is
;he Eon of the late Dr. George E. Darling
and'Mrs. Margaret (Rice) Darling. The
reception followed the ceremony, at 52
Willett avenue, Riverside. The bride and
groom were assisted in receiving by the
bridal party, the bride’s mother, Mrs.
Morse, and Mrs. Darling, mother of the
Mrs. Morse wore a gown of
groom
black and silver brocade.
Mrs. Darling
wore orchid satin with sequin draperies.
The guests from out of town were Mr.
Wedemer from Lakewood, N. J.; Mr. C.
C. Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Tibbitts, Boston; Mr. Bunker, Bangor, Me. Mr. and
Mrs. Darling left for a wedding journey,
and upon their return will live at 9
Plenty street. Providence.

We

hand and seal this 6th day of SepAttest-Chester Gaylord.
Signed, MARIE TIFFANY.

my

1920.

HAVE IT HERE!
The official

*■

to his ushers cult buttons-

small
Monday

her

and

and rose. They wore large crownless
maline hats, with silver bands and
streamers, also silver slippers. They cartried nosegays. Little Frances Crilly,
flower girl, scattered rose petals in the
pathway of the bride. Jean Crilly bore
Mr.
the ring on a white satin pillow.
Wedemer, the best man, was a former
classmate of the bridegroom, t he ushers
were Messrs. Carl Kettelty of that city
Sari Bunker of Bangor, Maine, cousin of
".he groom; George Cherry and Charles
Hileborn of Providence. The bride gave
The
gold pencils to her attendantsgroom’s gift to his best man was a gold

pencil,

Sunday, returning Monday.

James Hawes has received the appointment as carrier on R F. D. route No. 8,
and Ralph Campbell on route No. 2.
Miss Louise Shute and Miss Per :ie

Mr. and Mrs. Asa Stiles with their
young son went to Sandypoint on Thursday to have dinner with the former’s
parents.
Miss Nellie Hichborn closed her house
and went to Belfast on Tuesday to spend
the winter with her sister, Miss Emms
Hichborn.
John L. Donahue, the courteous driver
of McLaughlin’s express to Belfast, went
to Boston last week to pass the holiday
with his daughters.
W. H. Morrison, O. A. Brown and E.
M. Colcord left Friday morning in the
Uncas for Cutler where they haul the
boat up for the winter.

DeGogorza
Giuseppe De Luca 64912

Parting

Geraldine Farrar 87319
When I Was Seventeen
Mabel Garrison 64808
Symphonic Espagnole—Andante Violin
Jascha Heifetz 74646
My Sweet Repose
Mme. Homer and Miss Louise Homer 89159
When You and I Were Young, Maggie
John McCormack 64913
Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2
Philadelphia Orchestra 74647
The Home Road
Ernestine Schumann-Heink 87320
The Japanese Sandman
Olive Kline)
Old Fashioned Garden
Olive Kline 48391
Virginian Judge—Second Session (Part 1)
Walter C. Kelly)
43393
Walter C. Kelly
Virginian Judge—Second Session (Part 2)
Anytime, Anyday, Anywhere—Fox Trot
Paul Whiteman and His Ambassador Orchestra 10™,
18694
Wang-Wang Blues-Fox Trot
Paul Whiteman and His Ambussador Orchestra
John Steel
Whispering
18693
The Love Boat
John Steel
That Old Irish Mother of Mine
Sterling Trio
Just Like a Gypsy
Sterling Trio (18696
Fair One—Fox Trot
The Benson Orchestra of Chicago
I’d Love to Fall Asleep and Wake Up in My Mammy’s Arms—Fox Trot
18667
The Benson Orchestra of Chicago]
Chili Bean—Fox Trot
The Benson Orchestra of Chicago
My Little Bimbo—One Step
The Benson Orchestra of Chicago 18698
Dance-O-Mania—Fox Trot
Selvin’s Novelty Orchestra)
Old Man Jazz—Fox Trot
All Star Trio 18699
Santa Claus Tells About His Toy Shop
Gilbert Girard)
Santa Claus Gives Away His Toys
Gilbert Girard 336^9
Gems from “Mary”
Victor Light Opera Company)
Gems from “The Night Boat”^
Victor Light Opera

Company/33'93

WILLIAM L. LUCE. Inc.,
14 Main Street, Belfast.

12
10

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Notice of foreclosure

10
10

The snow fall brought out the deer
hunters in force, but as far as heard from
only Dawson Brewer and Albert Bennett
brought home the venison to the village,
in partnership.
Mrs. Edgar M. Colcord and her daughter, MiBS Ada Roxanna Colcord, were
passengers on the afternoon train Friday
to make a visit with Capt. and Mrs. Oscar Ellis of Brewer.

12
12
10
12
10
19

19

j
10

19
19

lQ
19
19
13
13

WHEREAS,

MADE
IN
MAINE

Mrs. Jennie Morse Bragg closed her
house Monday and left for Bangor for a
brief visit with her cousin, Mrs. James
E. Whittemore, before going to Boston
to spend the winter at the home of Mrs.
Edith P. Goodhue.

reduce your expenses by buying made
in Maine shoes from us.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Harding and their
two daughters and Madame Harding went
to Sandypoint Thursday for a reunion at
the home of Mrs. Harding’s parents,
where they greeted her brother, James
Clifford, wife and son who arrived
Wednesday from New York. Mr. Clifford has been undergoing a severe run of
typhoid and will remain down east until
he has recovered his strength.

We have

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Wright and
their son Bobbie left in their car Friday
morning for Winthrop, Mass., where
they will remain as the guests of Mrs.
Wright’s mother until after the holidays
when Mr. Wright will assume a position
in New York with his old firm of Thos.
Cook & Son, tourists agents. Mrs. P. L.
Hupper accompanied the Wrights as far
as Rockland where she made a
brief
visit, returning S aturday night.

Your Laundry Work
Will be promptly and aatisfactorily done
if left with me. Packages may be left at
my residence, 20 Miller street, or will call
for them if you phone me.
Tel. 103-3

THOMAS E. BOWKER,
Agent for Globe Laundry

You

can

a

Ada M, Bowman of Belfast, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
her
by
mortgage deed dated June 28, 1918, and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
832, Page 48, conveyed to The Belfast Loan
and Building Association, a corporation duly
organized and existing and having its office
and principal place of business at Belfast, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, a
certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated at the corner of Congress and Grove streets in said Belfast, bounded and described as follows, to wit:—Bounded
northerly by land of Lena P. Hoyt; easterly
by ‘the Duffy lot, so-called, the Brier lot, socalled, and land of Abigail Thompson; southerly by Grove street; and westerly by Congress street, consistirgof the real estate conveyed to Henry W, Marriner by J. W Frederick by deed dated December 16 1876, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 170,
Page 467, and the real estate conveyed to said
Ada M. Bowman, under the name of Ada Augusta Mariiner by Charles W, Frederick by
deed dated June 18, 1914, recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 272; Page 472; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, the said The
Belfast Loan and Buildiog Association, by C.
W. Wescott, its Treasurer, duly authorized,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
Dated the twenty-fourth day of November,
A. D. 1920.
THE BELFAST LOAN AND
BUILDING ASSOCIATION.
By C. W. WESCOTT. Treasurer.
D &M.
3w49

fine line of

MOCCASIN wm
MI pi
rimm s Shoe Store

Wanted

Sheriff’s Sale
STATE OF MAINf
'•**
Novemle.
Waldo ss.
Taken this 27th day of N*■

1920,

on

Christmas Trees

NOTICE

FOR SALE.
E. S. TOWNSEND,
17
Phone 325.

Northport

2w49*

J. W. JACKSON.
_Belfast, Maine.

Avenue.
2w49

This is to inform our customers snd
the public thst I will conduct the Rogers’
Machine Shop this winter during Mr.
Rogers’ absence in Florida.
H. L. PARTRIDGE.

A-^

dated Nove

->

1

1

ning; containing eight

more or

A man to do chores.

execution

issued on a judgment renders
,v
Judicial Court for the County
the term thereof begun and l>
ruesday of January, A. P.
the tenth day of January, A.
i>f Ebenezer Cobb of Searsm.v,
5f Waldo and State of Maine,
rs ;.jo
Buzzell of Searsmont, in the
and State of Maine, for one hut.I
enty-one dollars and fifty-nine
damage, and sixteen doliat s '<
:ents, costs of suit, and will 1
auction, at the office of Pur
T'>
Belfast, in said CouDty of vV
1IU1
est bidder, on the 30th day of I
1920, at ten o’clock in the f rlowing deecribed real estate w
,foXtitle and interest which the sm-.
zell has in and to the same on
V
November, at ten o'clock in ti
,g[ec
D. 1920, to wit:—A certain lot
in said Searsmont, with the In
\c
n
being a part of lot No. S3,
B«8inn‘
wit:to
scribed as follows,
stake and stones at ithe road rum. '‘*r... ;a
Lincolnville to Searsmont V y
rai.
f v
said road to land formerly
27 1 2 rods; thence on said H«
.V r
«
to line now or formerly of I
thence on stone wall 45 rods
rr, cr
thence on said road 11 1 2 r<
3
ly of Timothy Dunton; them*
i
17 1-2 rods to a stake and at
, ^in
Dunton’s line 20 rods to the t
^,res,
H
and

^

less.

P. G. Hl’KI'

FOR

SALE

Yarn at $2.00 per
ers, etc.

pound

All colors.

lor s*til

Apply1
mttPMAM

16 Cross Street.

j

Frank Elwell, Congress street, has
been confined to the Waldo County Hospital for five days with blood poisoning
in his right hand. The cause of the
trouble is not known to him. He is attended by Dr. Carl H. Stevens.
John
McLaughlin, landlord of the
Commercial House, who made so many
needy children happy with a Christmas
dinner last year, enjoyed it so much that
he will again welcome to his hotel this
year all children who would not other-

This Is Meant For You
fellow, but for YOU. Perhaps you know that
A
SUIT
OF CLOTHES now just as cheap as you can
voii can buy
',;x- months from now. And whether you buy them now or then,
for what you get and get what you pay for. We are
vou will pay
that you do. We have The International Tailoring
see
to
b re
line made to measure only. Also Leopold Morse
> all wool
: Collegian Clothes in ready-to-wear lines.
Vot for the other

CRT L. DAVIS,
XWJ
X

x

l,lilV
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Miss Eva Holmes, who has been ill for
about two weeks, is rapidly improving
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
A. Riggs, Mayo street, and will soon return to her manicure parlors on Phoenix
Row.
Edward E. Babcock, contractor, and
his crew of eight men began Tuesday
morning on the office building for the International Radio Telegraph Company on
Congress street. The building complete
will cost about $6,000. It will be sound
proof, have steam heating and all modern
appliances. The steel masts will all be
set this week, weather permitting.
The
company now own title to 160 acres of
land and at least $20,000 will be expended
on building, etc.
When completed they
can handle one thousand words a minute,
receiving or sending. The Westinghouse
Co of Pittsburg is interested in the International.

With MacMillan in the NorthDonald B. MacMillan of Boston,
the Arctic, explorer, lectured in the Armory last Wednesday evening under the
auspices of the Belfast High School Student Council and was cleverly introduced
by its president, Bartlett J. Wadlin of
East Northport
The net proceeds were
land.

Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee will soon begin
class of weekly dancing lessons in
Her Belfast
Searsport and vicinity
classes have been very well patronized,
is
and most enjoyable.
She
now arranging for a public ball to be given in the
be
Dec.
to
preceded bv the
22nd,
Armory,
children’s classes from 8 to 9 o’clock. All
the modern steps in the fox trot, waltz
and one-step are taught. The Terrace
Glide to waltz music is one of the new
favorites. The second term will begin
Jan. 2nd and will include two Saturday
classes.
a

a

Christmas dinner.

The Camden Herald of Nov. 25th says
of Eugene R. Spear of Belfast:
"The wonderful development of the
science of telephony from the beginning,
including latest inventions, the multiplex,
the telephone repeater, wireless telephony, etc., were described and illustrated by E R. Spear, commercial manager of the New England Telegraph &
Telephone Company in a lecture entitled
“Wonders of the Telephone, Past and
Present,” given before a small audience
100 cents worth.
in the Y. M. C. A., Tuesday evening,
owing to the extremely bad weather.
itil a description of the
Commencing
difficulties of Prof. Alexander Bell to
make an incredulous public believe that
Mrs. Bernes O. Norton left Monday his wonderful invention was anything
for a week’s visit in Boston and
vicinity. more than a play toy, Mr. Spear traced
ot the telephone up to the
Thanksgiving 'ay. There were no the evolution
Of particular interest was
public observances of the day, but many present time.
more recent inventions, such as the
family gatherings and small parties among the
made possible
the younger people..,.The Windsor House telephone repeater, which
one
over
circuit,
easy conversations
m
a specia,ty °f their
mid-day meal wireless telephony, the loud speaking
u
and had an excellent menu.
Among those telephone which amplifies sound to cover
attending were Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. an audience of twenty thousand persons,
Bickford, Mr. and Mrs. W R. Howard, directing movements of airplanes by
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell, Mr. and
etc. A matter of
Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Dr. and Mrs. Eu- wireless telephone,
vital importance to the telephone user is
gene L. Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
handles telephone
L. Whitten. Small parties were enter- just how the operator
calls, both local and long distance. This
tained by Messrs. Cecil
Clay, Walter J. was described and the exact routine picClifford, L. E, McMahan and Capt. Walter C. Small.... At the Girls’ Home the 20 tured on the screen. At out ninety slides
to illustrate the lecture, maklittle ones were made happier by a box were used
ing it very entertaining as well as inof confectionery,
fruits, etc., from the
If there is sufficient interest
Madisses Club of Brunswick and a box structive
of candy from Mrs. E. M. Glidden of Bel- shown, the lecture will he given again at
later date when the weather is
some
fast.... By the kindness of Mrs James H
suitable for the public to come out and
Howes, the family at the Be fast Home hear it.”
for Aged Women were provided with a
fine chicken dinner, including fruit.

Buys

Mrs. Isaac H. Jackson has closed her
home on Congress street for the winter
and will board at the Belfast Home for
Aged Women, at 24 Cedar street.
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and

dependability—Buick
(^jyOWER
_£ principles—characterize the

THE WOODCOCK STOKE

new

Buick Nineteen Twenty One Series

as

for

they have distinguished Buick
two

cars

decades.

Added to the service value of the new
Buick models is a distinctive beauty of
body lines and appointments. Among
professional men, the new Buick Large
Four Passenger Coupe is especially
popular because of its everyday usefulness for business and leisure hours.

MATINEE
at 2.30

Prices of the New Nineteen
Buick Series
Twenty
Model Twenty
Model Twenty
Model Twenty
Model Twenty
Model Twenty
Model Twenty

Colonial

With

Anna

Twenty

hree passenger car
One-Forty Four,
One Forty Five,
five passenger car
One-Forty Six.
four passenger coupe
One-Forty Seven, five passenger sedan
One-Forty Eight, four passenger coup,.
One-Forty Nine, seven passenger car
seven passenger sedan
One-Fifty,
F. 0. B. Fc eterj, Flint, Michipan

[

j

C
|

!
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BILLIE BURKE in

Daredevil Jack

AWAY GOES PRUDENCE

No. 8

sprightly

tale of a social belle who became

Cecil
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Board of Trade and
ie committees, has seff town chairmen to
ibioed work: Brooks,
1
er
Monroe, Mrs. Jesrankfort and Prospect,
t reedom, Mrs. Edith W.
1
Mrs. Maude Mudgett;
ura Chase; Dark Hari’endleton; Knox, Mrs.
Mrs. C. B. Hoit;
Liberty,
1
liarles Stevens; Montlements; Morrill, Mrs.
Palermo, Mrs. Lucy PinkMrs. Fred E. Miller;
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See the Sensational Under Water Kiss.
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Reinforcing Buick reliability is Authorized Buick Service, nation-wide
in extent.
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Absent Friend^——

an

ONE OF THOSE BEAUTIFUL

shoe

E. Curtis and
G
in Lincolnville, the
Mrs. J. H. Peavey.
law of Castiue. E. S.
guest of her mother,

average of 20% Reduction.

The Main Street Clothiers, Belfast.

Big Musical Revue

potatoes for sale,

as

an

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

COLONIAL THEATRE

—

a

Soys’Suits,

Our prices, I assure you, will be
satisfactory to you, and I know you will appreciate my endeavor to lower the abnormal high prices now current. Terms cash.

body.

notice that he
ogers Machine Shop

publishes

on

Shirts, Lion Brand Dress-Up Shirts, SwanHosiery, Underwear, Sweaters, Boys’ Knee

Pants, Blouses—all at

gives

>re

up to $55.00.

Overcoats a«d Mackinaws
20% to 30% Reduction

etc

r

$29.50, $35.00, $42.50,

Every garment in the house is included in this great sale-Blues,
Blacks, Separate Trousers, Ulsters, Leather Coats, Sheep Lined
Coats, Mackinaws-everything.

fats,

scorn
EMULSION

then-featuring

Suits and Overcoats at

Cod-liver oil stands

explains why

Cuts

on our entire stock of MEN’S and BOYS’ CLOTHING*
No consideration for cost or loss. Our manufacturers have just given us
a line on prices for next year and we have
today cut our prices to
those that will be current next season, taking our loss now instead

In Front-Rank

first on the list of
about $25 for the council’s treasury. Dr.
in the ease with which
MacMillan was in the city during the
afternoon and renewed acquaintances
it is assimilated. This
formed during his visit here about ten
From
an
standyears ago.
educational
point his lecture is one of the best before
the country today and also one of the
most entertaining. The text of his talk
George E. Luce, one of Belfast’s real is filled with the most entertaining and
instructive facts and incidents, so cleversportsmen, has been listing the big game ly told that they seem entirely new even
shot in this immediate vicinity this fall to the students who have read many
and says it beats all records. The snow books on the always interesting land, the
home of the Eskimos.
He is a vivid and
fall during November was just what was
convincing speaker and his imaginative
needed, making tracking very easy. In hearers were with him in the far north
of
NorBelmont thirty deer and one large bull to enjoy all its realistic and
peculiar conmoose have been shot, the latter going to
cod-liver oil
ditions.
Dr. MacMillan was assisted by
a
Camden man, more by accident than | Zenas D. Hartshorn in
throwing upon the
is so
to
from real sportsmanship, as he came ac- ! screen marvelously beautiful views not
cidentally upon the trail being run down only of the ice, snow, glaciers and barren
those of any age
by several Belfast men. Mr. Luce and a wastes, but of children, animal pets and
who are runparty of men have seen large game in the most beautiful flowers.
He will alabundance in the vicinity of the Sprague ways have a cordial welcome in Belfast
down
in
residence in Waldo. There are other sec- by all who had the
privilege of hearing
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
10-68
tions where moose have been seen and him.
during one day's tramp near the Paul
ranch six cow moose were counted.
Waldo county has a record strip of game
territory running between Cross’ pond
and Drinkwater hill through the town of
Belmont....Monday morn ng Frank M.
Bailey, game warden, shipped the body
of a cow moose weighing over 700 pounds
to the State Commissioners at Augusta.
Mr. Bailey was notified Sunday that the
3
Dec. 6th.
animal had been found on the Paul ranch
He immediately investiin Searsmont.
MATINEE TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
gated the case but could not loarn who
shot her. There is a large line for shootThe Movie Girl with
Lewis and
ing a cow moose and it may be the guilty
party realizes it, or he may have been
Doll Chorus.
Fun.
misled by the large size of the animal.
Several men were on her trail thinking
PRICES 28, 39 AND 55 CENTS
by the size of the track that it was a bull

Price

News

NO. 29

Timely economic questions treated in this dramatic story.

NEGLECTED
fascinating

WIVES

tale of love and

romance.

CHARLES RAY in
HOMER COMES HOME

Henry Curtis; Stockton
rett Staples; Swanville,

Ray is at his best in this homespun story.

f|Tson; Thorndike, Mrs.
1 roy, Mrs. J. L. Bagley;
L. Conners; Northport,
’’
fills; Winterport, Mrs.
Waldo, C. W. Shorey;

MADELINE TRAVERS in
THE

-d
Knowlton; Citypoint,
Mosher; Saturday Cove,
Ao e
r; Sandypoint, Mrs.
Ij|
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a

raining

camp

through

GOOD
a

Comedy
Review

ANNE LUTHER in
A gripping,

Burton Holmes

girl from Broadway.

Outing Chester
Comedy
Sennett

Comedy
Magazine
Digest
Whirlwind
News

din.

Under Mrs. Clay’s
rffe H. Coombs of WalMate
Public Health Board
•h., 1
1 lent
'•.«
of the Maine Medical
lecture
on “Venereal
If1 j0 'f'111
"e
Wrmory to men and boys
i.sie.
Rjiih" lecture will be given for

«>rls only.

W. R. GILKEY & SON,

Searsport.

WHEN BETTER. AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

Miss Myrtle M. Simpson has fully reMrs. Betsy M. Seldon has returned
Portland, where she has been tak- covered from a very critical surgical oping a course in manicuring, etc., of Mrs. eration at the Waldo
County Hospitai
Laura Canney, and has opened rooms in
the Howes block over the Adams jewelry and returned Monday to her duties in the
store.
office of Leonard, Steveus, Bearce, Co
from

Charles W. Lancaster has temporarily
placed a fence over the strip of land between the Coliseum building and bis
block on Main street as a legal measure
to hold the land.

Woman Suffered in Silence
Health Poor,

Fading Away—Made

Fast

Beauty

Believe

She Was Well.
I know, for I took four
doses of your Dr. True’s Elixir and it
fixed me up grand. I will never be without it again in case of constipation.—F.
pation, but

A woman of New Auburn (Me.), writes:
“There must be lots of women who feel
as I did. I suffered in silence many times
on account of my pride, but now I know
that a good laxative is essential to good
health. I neglected my health trying to
keep cheery and pretending I was all
right when I wasn’t. I had terrible pains,
was ‘grouchy* and my headaches almost
killed me with pain, and worst of all,
from my viewpoint, I had a sallow, unbecoming complexion which was not
helped by face powders. Why didn’t I
try to cure myself rather than pretend?
After taking Dr. True’s Elixir, I now
know that a laxative was what I needed.
Dr. True’s Elixir is mild and pleasant to
take, and works just right for me. My
complexion cleared up—bright and ruddy
—blemishes vanished and every one remarked how much better 1 looked.’’—
Mrs. E. J. B., New Aul urn, Me.

B.

IN

BELFAST

Symptoms of worms: Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, offensive breath,
hard and full belly, with occasional pains
about the navel, pale face, eyes heavy
and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the
nose and rectum, short
dry cough, grinding of the teeth, red points on the tongue,
starting during sleep.
Dr. True’s Elixir means a big saving to
health and pocketbook. “At all dealers.”
Three sires. Buy the large size.

BY

by

special arrangement has all the

patterns all the time.
NO WAITING TO SEND.

Velvets and Furs
Fussy
Cire

Ornaments and Glitter Galore.
rimmings. “Stylish Stouts.”

t

New YORK.

It is wonderful how

soon

gets used to even the most extreme
styles. Once enough people adopt them
one

they become commonplace.
Skirts have climbed upward so that
they rival the lengths formerly worn by
small school girls, and when a young matron occupies a platform seat at a political meeting dressed in this fashion, even
the startling contrast with the sober old
time skirt of her neighbor, fails to elicit
more than passing interest.
Many of the women one sees at day
time gatherings, glitter and gleam with
embroideries and necklaces that suggest
ladies of the chorus and their make ups
are quite as artificial and so many are
gotten up that way that they cease to be
remarkable. Women of assured position,

long established in the best ciicles here,
wear beautiful and
fashionably clothes,
but avoid extremes in every direction
it is

and

worth

these

women

who

are

best

following.
Straight

Line Effects

As the season advances lines are ah*,
normally straight for all day lime ap^
parei; especially in one-piece frocks of well
velvets and woolens that bear various
names.
Poiret and Cheru'it Twills named
after famous French

as

cotines and serges are
while, velvet and Duvetyn in their various

The governor and council has adopted
the following parole system as adopted by
the Board of trustees of the

!

MICKIE SAYS

afternoon and informal evening
wear.
Long straight panels from shoulder to hem are especially modish and the
sash
narrow string girdle or loosely tied
some

indicates

a

low waist line but

never
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fines it by setting close to the figure of
the wearer.
Contrary to the dictum of
many
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Made with sufficient
nally designed.
fullness they are successfully adapted to
older women with moderately well covTo the very stout woma n
they are, of course, taboo, but it is quite
wonderful how well this type appears in
ered frames.

redingote and moyenage costumes, especially constructed for what in trade, are
termed “Stylish Stouts.”
Never was there a time when fashion
lent itself to comfort as this year.
Given an erect carriage of the body, and

so

good grooming, the full formed woman
appear to quite aB much advantage
as her slender sister, who used to have
things all her own way.
In a Fifth Avenue ahop, noted for excan
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The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stages and that is catarrh
Catarrh being greatly influenced by constitutional conditions
requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine is taken internally and acts thru the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, giving the patientstrengtb
by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have so muchYaith in the curative powers of Hall's Catarrh Medicine
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send foi
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tole do,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORIA

Mrs. Susie McKechnie and daughter
Miss Dorothv, of Fairfield passed the
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde A.

of

working

for Men at South Windham of all men 1
convicted of a felony, it will be required
to earn a total of 350 credits. These will
be allotted on the scale of 25 credits per
month to all men doing faithful and con- !
scientious work and whose record has not
called for disciplinary action. For special 1
meritorious work a man may be given
extra credits, thus shortening his stay at
the institution; while for poor work, lack
of interest, bad conduct, wastefulness in
clothing or food, troublesoraeness and
other conduct detrimental to the welfare
of the institution and of the man himself
he may be fined sufficient credits as, in
the opinion of the superintendent, the
offence warrants, thus prolonging his
stay at the institution.
The superintendent should at all times
strive to get every man back into society
just as soon as the man shows that he is
fitted to go back a self-respecting and
law-abiding citizen. As soon as the
cred'ts have been earned, he will be recommended for parole to the Parole Board
and action taken to provide a suitable
place of employment for him. Reports
will have to be made once each month by
the man to the superintendent concerning
bis conduct, work performed, salary received, expenses incurred, and money
saved. A man breaking bis parole will
be returned and required to start over
again as before.
A man committed for a misdemeanor
after a prior conviction will be required
to earn the same number of credits for
parole and fulfill the same requirements
while on parole, suffering the same penalty for breaking his parole.
A man sent to the institution fora misdemeanor who has no prior conviction
wjll be required to do two-thirds of his
maximum time, at the end of which time
hewell be paroled for the remaining one-

painful

Always bears

The Kind You Have

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, ou
the 23d day of November, A. D. 1920.

Jane N, McDonald of Belfast, guardian of
the estate of Clara W Patterson of Belfast,
in said County of Waido, having presented a
petition praying that she may be liceneed to
sell and convey at public or private sale cer

tain real estate belonging to said ward, situated in Belfast and described in add petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at. Belfast, that they may an
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 14th day of
December, A. D, 1920, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.

j

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,

A true copy.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
November, A. D. 1920.

Harry L. Truwcrthy, creditor of the estate
Martha A. Hcgerty, late of Unity, in said
County of Waido, deceased, having present'd
a
petition praying that he, Harry L. Trueworthy of Unity, in the County of Waldo, or
some other suitable person be appointed adof

ministrator of the estate of said

A true copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,

Attest:
Chas E

Johnson. Register.

of Waldo, deceased, having been presented
for probate with petition praying that said
will be allowed and that letters testamentary
istue to him, James F. Ryder, he being the
executor named therein.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a
copy of this

order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, iu said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tu sday of December next, at ten
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the mme should not be

-*y

KMfOIDS
INDIGESTION

a

A certain instrument, purporting to be
the last will and testament of Fred C. Atwood,
late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that the said will be
allowed and that letters testamentary issue to
her, Mary E. Atwood, she being the executrix named therein wthout bond, it being so
provided in the will,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order,

;

to be

on

published

QUICK RELIEF!
Price, 25-50-75/
ALSO IN TABLET FORM

and

A BOWNE

weeks

successively

in

petition granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

MAKERS OF

SCOTT’S EMULSION

three

The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish
ed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the o’clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed

or

BY SCOTT

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, witnin and
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of November, A. D. 1920

At

with vichy or-water*
cold, preferably hot.

MADE

A true copy.

is

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

a
Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
and for .the County of Waldo, in vacation,
on the loth day of November, A. D. 1920.
A certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament of Gtorge W. D .vis,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will be allowed and that letters testamentary issue to her,
Emma L. Davis, she being the executrix
named therein without bond, it being.so provided in the wi 1.
Ordered, Thst notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to

I At

FOR SALE
I HAVE TWO HORSES FOR SALE.
My daughter has driven each of these
horses day and night, for the past two

|

1

and I consider them safe for ladies.
Good drivers and good lookers, bay in !j
color and weigh about 950 pounds.
j
W. G. PRESTON.
2w48*
)
Tel. 18
Lincolnville Avenue.

years

they may appear
Belfast,
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
on
the second Tuesday of Decemsaid County,
ber next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be

proved, approved and allowed;
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

A true copy.

Down do the Prices
I have in stock new Clarion and Round Oak Stoves
that I am going to sell for cash at pre-war prices.
These will go fast, come and get yours NOW at

(jeortth VV. {tar-

•;

account

,1

presents

.ul'^

f,„

Hasty and Fred

Estate of Mary E. Staple.-, late of
belfr
First and fins-1 account pres.
ance by Addie L Carson, adnin
:strair >

ROOM 3

Estate of L
Mist

Ford 1919

A.

Paul. W

account

wm

present.

by Isaac VV, Paul, executor
Estate of Francis M. Caidwcii, ihr.

Telephone 223-3

Used Cars

and final

ura

adejphia,

Cheap

in the State of IV

...

..

..t

final account presented f« allowance h»
rranK M Riter and
Fran

and

cutors.

Model, fitted with Hastier

Estate of Alma S. WomJbur>
absorber, etc., as good as new. Thirdsnd
fii al account
Ford 1917 Model, excellent condition. seutej for allowance
by Jor a
dian.
Velie Six, been used two years in perfect

shock

f

\;,rr!i

condition.

Johnson, Register.

Estate of Lyman Winn,
First account pres nted
Henry C. Winn, administrator
Estate of Emma H. Park,
Firet and final acct unt ;.i
ancs by Amos Nichols, ex
u1
Estate of Fairfield Cole, late
First snd final account pre^t
ance by Ray mond F. Cole, v.v
testate of Reuben Abk
First and final ucc >unt |
ance hy Jeremiah Webb, mi;
Estate of Wilpfim A. Svi::
First and final account
ance by Charles F. Swift, n
Estate of Hattie B. Elim

Mitchef 1916, original paint

and

real leather upholstery, as good as
new.
All touring cars.
These cars will
be sold at a very low figure.
First come
first served.
THE BANKS GARAGE

PKObAlf NONCES
To all persons interested in either ot the
estates hereinafter named:

provided

in said will is contained in the

tion for piobate thereof.

Estate

or

some

W'alter E

>'•-

licensed to sell arid con
to said ward.-,
unty of Waldo,

belonging
in said C

<•

petition.
ELLERY
Judge
A true copy of the on,
CHAS. E. JO

<

>

Notice is hereby oivei

appointments

have been

Court, within and for the
State of Maine.
Estate of Mary D. Vt
Emma M. Davis of Bt lf«;>

trix November 9, A. D, If
^
Estate of Ezekiel P.
dom. Mary F. Howell
executrix November 9, A
Estate of Edwin S Prel
Lorania Preble of Islesbo;
trix November 9, A. D, 19-'
Estate of Andrew B. Wh

j

M B. Whiting of N
port,
administrator, de bonis n
nexed, November 9, A.D
Estate of Perley W Bn
E Leonora Bradford of K
ministratrix November 9. A

j

V\ <
Estate of Joel A
Work of Jackson at
to; November 9, A. D. 1920

peti- James

Estate of Eveline H <
fast. George F. Gilmore
administrator*November 9
Estate of Andrew J.
Eugene H. Cook of Belfast
trator November 9, A. D.
Estate of Mercy M. L- im*
port. Koscoe N, Porter to
ed administrator Novenil
Estate of Anson Knowlt
Robert F. Fuller of

other suitable person may be

appointed administrator of said estate. Peti
tion presented by Calvina Hervey, sister and
heir-at-law of said deceased.
Application
that no bond be required from said administrator is contained in the petition for probate

ministrator de bonis

Estate of Jesse H. Frye, late of Montville,
deceased. Petition that Julia I. Frye or some
other suitable person may be appointed administrator of the estate of Jesse H. Frye,
not already administered, Mary F. Flye hav
ing been appointed administratrix of said ettate and having deceased without fully administering and closing said estate, Application is contained in said petition that no bond

required.

Estate of Caroline E. White, late of Belfast,
deceased, testate. Petition that the City National Bank of Belfast may be appointed trusPresented by Agnes
tee under said will.
Cullinan, for whose benefit a trust is created
under the will of said Caroline E. White.

Cushman, executor, presented for allow
ance by Chester B. Cushman, administrator
F'rank A. Cushman, deof the estate of
ceased.
A.

Estate of Mary F. Frye, late of Montville,
deceased. Petition that Julia I. Frye or some
other suitable person may be appointed administrator of said eBtatr. Petition presented by said Julia 1. Frye, sole heir-at-law of
said deceased. Application that no bond be
required from said administratrix is contained
in the petition for probate thereof.

non

N

1920.

thereof.

be

of

Stevens, Virgil C. Stevei
Stevens of Liberty. Petit!
ens of Liberty, guardian,

Daniel M. Docknam, late of Prospect, deceased. Will and petition thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to George L Dockham, he being the executor named therein.
Application that no bond be required from
said executors bs providta in saio will is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Estate of Ada E. Swan, late of Belfast, deceased. Petition that Calvina Hervey of Belfast

*.

tax.

ance

Everett E. Morton, late of Jackson, de
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereletters testamentary issue to
of and tha.
Harold S. Morton, he being the ex*cutor
named therein and presents said petition.
Application that no bond be required from
said
xecutor as provided in said will is contained in the petition for probate thereof.

Charles F. Ellingwood, late of Winterport,
deceased. Will and petition thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Julia E Ellingwood, she being the executrix named therein
and presents said petition. Application that
be required from said excutrix as
no bond

u

/3-

Estate of Hattie B. E
dike. Petition of John Vv
tor, for determination of

see cause,

David Pattee, late of Jackson,deceased. W ill
and petition for probate thereof and that letters testamentary is ue to Martha J. Pooler,
she being the executrix named therein and
presants said petition. Application that no
bond be required from said executrix as provided in said will is contained in the petition
for probate thereof.

.*&•

oike.
First and final acc< u
allowance oy J hn W lrigiai

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of November in the year of our L rd one
thousand nine hundred and twenty, The following matters having been presented for the
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
hereby ordered, th t notice thereot he given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before t he second
Tu >sday of December. A. D. 1920, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published ai.d
printed at Belfast, in said C »unty, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of December. A. D. 1920, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon

if they

:i

a

j

Estate of Susan J Fly
Fred N, Flye of Freedom.
November 9, A. D. 1920
Estate of Manley L.
Belle T. Knowlton of Ld
dian November 9, A. D. If
at

Dated

Belfast*

in

day of November, A. P
CHAS

E JP'*

ADMINISTRATOR E' ;
scnbtr hereby gives
duly appointed adminisi
HARTLEY BILLINGS b
in the County of Wald*
bonds as the law directs
demands
are

against

desirea

to

the

present tl

and ail indebted thereto

payment immediately

Unity, Me., Nov
'GUARDIAN’S NOT1
hereby gives notice that
pointed guardian of the
ELLEN V. ROW El
in the County of Walu<
All p»!the law directs.
against the estate of s
for s«
same
present the
aebted thereto are reque-

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on tbe ]5th day of No*
immediately.
C H A KI
vember, 1920. Waldo Trust Company aDd Arthur H. Terry, trustees of the estate in the
Liberty, Me., Nov. i>. ly-‘
Estate, of Millard P.|Black,late of Palermo.de
State of Maine of Maitland B. Smith, late of
Petition that Will S Jones of Palermo
Hartford, Connecticut, deceased, having pre ceased.
or some other suitable person m?y be appointst nted their first account of trusteeship of
ed administrator of said estate. Petition presaid estate for allowance.
sented by John R. Black, brother and heir-at- THE FRATERNITIES
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three law of said deceased.
for loss of time caused
weeks successively, in The Republican Jour*
Estate of Nathan D Ross, late of Lincolncident or quarantine.
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
attend
deceased.
that
all
interested
Petition
M.
that Augustine
ville,
County,
may
in every town and <11'
persons
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
Rosa of Lificolnville or some other suitable
day. Work at home n
14th day of December next, and show cause,if person may be appointed administrator of
necessary. Men, won
should
said
estate.
the
said
account
Petition
any they have, why
presented by Augustine sured.
Managers wanted
not be allowed.
M. Ross, son and heir-at-law of said deceased.
Address
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
Application that no bond be required from ties in the State. FRaTERN'
THE
A true copy. Attest:
said administrator ia contained in the petition
4w46
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
for probate thereof.

insurance

Hutchinson’s Stove Store
MAINE.

Attest:
rH4R. E.

Estate of
Final
by Wiilia L.
tors
son

u.

necotrii

^

MNMSNIG I PIMPLE,

published-three weeks successively in The
Estate of Ellen E. Boulter, late of
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at deceased. F’irst and final account ofBelfast,
F'rank
at a Probate
that

Stoves for Winter

Peat.:ateoj

DENTIST

be

BROOKSj,

city.

Estate of Thomas N,
rill.
First and final account
lowance by Lilia M. Pearsin,

Dr.M. C. Stephenson

deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
ihis order to be published three Weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County,on the 14th day of December, A.D. 1920, at ten of the clock before noon,
nd show cause, if a* y they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted

1

or

vowk

„j

Attest*

Chas E. Johnson, Register.

--—-

hot

new

Probate Notices

£.-d aches
Avoid

granular form, dry

always

Always Bought

_I^15£ntaur com^anv.

A true copy.

new

CASTORIA

In Use For Over 30 Years

—^

Signature of

The world's standard t-. medr for tndney*
liver, bKadder and uric ic:.’ voubleo-- -the
-a
16-3.
National Remedy of Ho";.;
d:
rists.
Guaranteed. Thrc-5 sizes,
Look for the same C.oH ’ded*' c
-..s

tongue*

GENUINE

i

For Infants and Children

proved, approved and allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

In

contairf'

In Use For Over 30 Years

GSLD MEDAL

|

CASTORIA

CASTOR IA

eases.

consey^iiciic^e

What is

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, p 7* w
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
neither. Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance i7
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it h7
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulent
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
^ ,7
and
therefrom,
by regulating the Stomach and Bowels
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural siT?
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

R. T. Winn has been passing a day or
two at home and returned to his work as
carpenter on the houses being built in
Watervitle. The staging on which he
was working broke and he fell a
considerable distance to the cement floor. He
was taken to the hospital and later came
home and was fortunate in no more serious results of his fall.

shcri true.
..

health™1

The annual meeting of the local N. E.
M. P. A. was held at the home of Clyde
Allen Nov. 17th and the officers were reelected. G. J. Mudgett, president, and
Clyde Allen, secretary, went to Belfast
Saturday to attend the county meeting
of the N. E. M. P. A.

LATE
..

infaJJ

SUpervifi0“

Mrs. Elzadah D. Carr observed her
89th
birthday Nov. 17th
She
lives
alone a greater part of the time and does
her own housework, and is active for
one of her years.

A certain instrument purporting to he the
last will and testament of Vena M. Ryder,
in said County
late of Stockton Springs,

Don't wait ur-.ii ybecome incurable

—

A. Goodwin of
for an extended
visit at the home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. L. Goodwin.

?

(/syt

J Death only a nr.it

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which
has h.
8
in use for over thirty years, has borne the
signature
— and has been
made under his J*
31
"?ce its
Wf7/' *«**Q**'«i,
ah
Allow
no one to deceive you in ,Cr
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are h
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment

Mr. an! Mrs. tianford
Skowhegan have airived

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on
the 11th day of November, A, D. 1920.

Reformatory

for Men at South Windham:
For parole from the State Reformatory

worth

■""VfW

AND COUNCIL.

Lucy Carter

forms are leading favorites for hand-

Mr. and Mrs. Henderson of Old Town
visiting at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Dyer.

Allen.

time was lost in Maine last year be
cause of this sickness.
How much do you care?
The Maine Anti-Tuberculosis As
sociation changed its name to thi
Maine Public Health Association tha.
it might more effectively aid in re
moving personal suffering and gener
al economic loss from all kinds 01
sickness. The object of the Associa
tion is to promote good health and t<
combat disease and its causes amoiif
the people of Maine. It is cooperat
ing closely with the State Depart
ments
of Health,
Publfc
Schools
Charities and Corrections. Tuberculo
sis Trustees, and State Hospitals as
well as other governmental and prl
vate agencies for social and health
work. This work is supported by the
sale of the Christmas seals and health
bonds.

GOV.'

approval,
of that of this city, is apt to be

built of crepe de chine, and is often of
henna or some other warm and becoming
tone.

dressmakers; Triall well endorsed,

mately $7,000,000

Fletcher’s 1

are

Christmas Seals and Health Bonds
will go on sale in Maine this year, on
The 1920
Thursday, December 2.
campaign has been taken over by tht
State Chamber of Commerce and Ag
rieultural League, through its Home
Department which is made up of an
organization of prominent women with
a chairman in every county of the
state.
A quota of $50,000 has been named
by the Maine Public Health Associa
tion under whose auspices the drive
as in previous
years is being conduct
ed and to whose support all but flvt
per cent of the proceeds of the sail
will go, the other five per cent going
to the National Tuberculosis Associa
tion. Four'million seals and health
bonds from five to a thousand dollars
in value are now in the hands ol
county chairmen whose representa
tives will reach every man, woman,
and child in Maine with an appeal to
help the cause of better health b\
their purchase.
Physical defects were found in 568
Maine men out of every 1000 ex
amined during the draft.
Because of physical defects 346 in
every 1000 Maine men were rejected
foi military service.
Tuberculosis caused 789 deaths ii
Maine last year, and 357 of these wen
under thirty yean of age.
Last year in Maine 1137 babies un
der one year of age died, over 10°i,
of all the babies born alive.
From 70% to 95% of Maine schoe
children have dental defects.
In
twelve months,
the last
88r
Maine people died of cancer.
Two per cent of Maine's popula
tion is constantly sick and approxi

the
Contrasting sashes of crepe de chine, Maine Power Company are fast Central
completoften in vivid green, brique or orange on ing the scheduled work and
making evdark toned dresses is one of the notable erything ship-shape for the winter.
The last stretch of wire between Farfads.
As usual when modish approval is ex- mingdale and Deer Rips has been stretched and operations on this division have
pressed for dresses, the coat or c at been transferred to
Lewiston, to where a
wrap that covers the gown is to the fore, line will be started to Mechanic Falls.
As soon as the necessary high tension
fine flexible woolens,
handsomely fur
trimmed and banded, are in excellent wire arrives a line will be extended from
the Deer Rips station to the Leeds Juncvogue, but for the woman who can afford tion gravel pit.
it the new fur wraps that lend
The line from Waterville to Skowheelegance
has been replaced with a 5 per cent
to any get up either for
day or evening gan
aluminum wire which will take on the
wear, are especially desirable.
high tension circuit when the new SkowIn double cape
effects, where the upper hegan Station is thrown into system.
cape becomes a luxurious draped
collar, At the present rate of progress SkowheShayne is showing these in the finest gan’s first unit should be ready for business in a few weeks.
matched skins, of Siberian
Squirrel, HudA crew is at work completing the subson Seal and Mink of
quality that closely station at North Anson and running a
resembles Sable.
line
to connect with the lines of the
Linings are as luxFranklin County Light and Power Comurious and beautiful as the flexible
pelts.
Brilliant green brocaded satin lines a pany. 33,000 volt circuit will be delivered to the Franklin Company, who will
i caPe wrap of Squirrel and King’s blue fig- step it down to 22.C0U for use on their
ured in gold lines an unusual
line. The necessary station is
being
wrap of soft
brought along rapidly.
gray mole.
Between Skowhegan
and
Guilford
In more practical models the coats
are foundations are in for over a third of
stiaight in line, and have collars about the 35 mile distance and poles are
ready
fourteen inches in width, either of for placement.
At
Augusta the temporary housing for
matching or contrasting fur, SbortJbox
the substation at Pettengill’s Corner is
coats are the thing for girlish and
slender ready to receive the switch board. The
wearers and two skin
scarfs of sable, lines are strung here and should receive
mink, stone martin, baum martin or fitch the high tension current within the next
few weeks. At the first break of
spring
the small fur piece that js worn by everywork will be begun on the permanent
with
almost any dress.
one,
brick structure which will be built around
and t,Yer the present temporary arrangeCrepe de Chine Dresses
ment.
Linder the fur Wrap of coat the dresfi
P ARC1E SYSTEM PASSED BY
that has the seal of French
as

Children Cry for

Mr. Chester Elwell of
Skowhegan who
has been passing a few
days in town,
has returned home.

the man is able to exert on the inas a whole, special help in production, producing more than ordinary
results, excellence in care of animals or
farm equipment, and in the constructing
of buildings, thus producing work that
will be a credit to himself and to the
ence

stitution

State Chamber of Commerce and Agricultural League Takes Over Drive

of

Elisha Knox, who has been employed
Massachusetts, has returned home.
Mrs. L. E. Gerald is visiting relatives
*rien<*s a* ^er °Id home in Perth,

N° B

CHRISTMAS SEALS

elusive styles, I saw the other day a
straight line frock of black Duvetyn
guiltless of any trimming. The front was
finished with narrow coat revers that
framed a vestee of the dress material. Central Maine Rushing Work
There was a narrow collar of fine French
Line to Mechanic Falls Under Way. Conembroidery and cuffs to match while the
nections w ith Franklin County L. & P.
sash of rust brown moire
ribbon, about
Co. Soon.
A Third of Skowhegansix inches wide, tied at the left side of
Guilford Line Finished.
the front, was an odd touch that lent atFavored by a mild and pleasant fall,
traction and distinction to the model.
the construction crews

ESSIE P. CARLE
A?ho

Me.
“For a year and a half I was in a verv
weak and run-down condition," she said.
“My appetite was poor and 1 simply had
no strength or energy cither to do my
housework or look after the children. 1
used to wake up every morning with a
dread of the day’s work ahead of me. I
yearned for a good long rest, but that was
impossible and I simply had to keep going. My nerves got so baa at last that I
was fidgety and itritahle and could not
stand the noise of the children playing
around the house.
“My mother knew of my condition and
wrote and told me to try Tanlac, as it
had given her relief. I acted on her advice and the medicine proved most effective in my case also. It^did what no
other medicine had ever done for me; it
made me eat. It seemed to tone up my
whole system, so that my blood seemed
purer, my nerves got steady and I was
soon so strong and energetic that the
work of my house became a pleasure instead of a burden.
Then, unfortunately, I had the grippe;
in fact the Whole family had it except
my little girl, and after that I was in a
terribly weak condition. Remembering
what Tanlac had done for me before, 1
took it again and the effeet was wonderful. I regained my strength rapidly and
I am now a well woman. I have not only
gained in weight, but I feel better than I
have in many years.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills and by the leading druggists in
every town.

Dr. True’s Elixir will benefit everyone:
The laborer who eats heartily and quickly; the office boy and girl who eat “fancies” and irregularly; elderly people who
can’t digest well and children who suffer
from intestinal parasites.

20c. and 25c.

in

mamleoF

land,

Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative
and Worm. Expeller, with an established
reputation since 1851 (over 68 years) has
accomplished the seeming impossible. It
has relieved thousands of sufferers from
constipation, which causes so many terrible disorders.

An Outdoor Worker says: “I couldn’t
puzzle out what made me feel so bad. My
good, home-cooked meals didn’t even
taste good, and I had headaches and was
grouchy. I never thought it was consti-

ELLA STIMSON TWICE RESTORED BY TANLAC ALTER
SERIOUS ILLNESS.

MRS.

BURNHAM

“I have double confidence in recommending Tanlac, because on two separate State.
occasions it has proved itself of great
benefit in my own case,” said Mrs. Ella
Stimson of 253-A Dan forth street, Port-

A Business Man writes: “The continual
rush of office details and the short meal
hours I get, together with, I think, restaurant foods, has simply knocked my
system all to pieces. I felt logy and had
no appetite until I took Dr. True’s
Elixir,
as a Laxative.
It is a great thing. No
one should neglect their bowels.”

A cold, a fever, diseases or the like can
be helped at once, providing the operation
of the bowels is normal—the first and
most important relief can be had by giving a Laxative, be sure it is the proper
kind.
Most everybody in these days of
duick action and strife, forget their
health. The laboring people bolt down
their meals, often go to bed right after
eating, and wake up in the morning restless, force down a breakfast and then are
distressed all day.

1151 MU
(ilium

M iss.

The bowels need attention first and
Rich foods, improper cooking,
irregular and quick eating, lack of exercise can all be offset providing a mild
laxative is taken regularly.

The root of many of the evils of sickis the bowels, a very vital part of
the human body.

SALE

B., Allston,

always.

ness

ARE FOR

now

third time if his conduct warrants it. If
hia conduct is bad, he will be kept at the
institution for the full time set forth in
the law creating the reformatory.
Special credits may be given for excellence in work, special improvement
through books, or study, effort in maintaining satisfactory discipline among
other prisoners, and any uplifting influ-

i

K'chmoaJ.
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;

ioe.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS t«
EUROPE.

Interesting a fid timely informatio n concerning economic conditions: n Europe
is contained in
S.

d !

W'VW*-"
)

;’ ev

in order

statement issued by W.

a

chairman of the board of the
Foreign Banking Associa-

First

FederaJ

tion,

who

returned from

has

“The proof of the

pudding is in the
eating,"-and, just as surely, the proot
of a flour is in the baking. That’s
why women who have once used

three

a

months’ trip through most of the countries of that continent. Mr. Kies made
a special study of the practical basis of
merchandising cred'ts, and conferred

_

~^82S?S»S8S3888£i£.'ja»

_'

Kies,

European bankers on behalf of tbe
'nstitution of which he is the head and
which is the first to be formed under the
with

ADAMS

F. R,

Lakeport, N. H.
I have reached the

■'

i,

.often requires
digestion, was not

one

a

'.

with my Liver and
considerable distress,
t lid of lie Coustiinsv.fficient action of
Med in my blood
■

Sackville

poisons.

taking

can

‘Fruit-

Tablets, and
for a short time I
re just what my
My liver became

1

er

.,

meat in every way
.uyone could feel
and I am willing

:

credit is due, to
F. II. ADAMS.

e

DO, trial

size 25e,

l-.UIT A-TIVES

SSCURG, N. Y.
Real Estate

m

msfers of real estate
A

Ido County Registry
ending Dec. 4,

a

A'-ek
t

Brooks, to Manter L.
Brooks.

■i

mer, Lincolnville, to
land and'buildings

Belfast,

an,

_

to

Henry

land and buildings in

i.'d, Stockton Springs,

Bucksport;

and

Prospect, to J. E,
land and buildings

s,
ri;

;

land

Springs.

ston

al., Palermo,

et

nina,

to

al,; land and

et

Palermo.

liirat

Liberty,

to

William

land and buildings

in

Northport, to Evelyn
land in Northport.
Co

Bangor, to LilSprings; right to
Main Water Pipes”.
-t

ion

■

Cottrell, Belfast,
uo.;

to

land in East Bel-

re, Monroe, to Lillie
land in Monroe,

aribou, to R. L. Pitcher
l and buildings in BelCaribou,

Gilbert

to

land and buildings

;

it

Montville, to Berta
; land and building8
•

Id, Belfast,

to

Roy

Belfast.

in

l nity, to Charles
0 do.; land in Unity.
ce,

"i

Belfast.

1

i'

Marshall, Winchester,
R. Marshall, do.; land
islesboro,
iand and

to Louraina

buildings

Iton, Boston,

1

■

nd

in

to Josiah T,

in Stockton Springs,

Stockton Springs, to
et al., do.; land
Stockton Springs. %
's.

irrithew,
Mar

H-

,,

;

reedom,

to Fred

P.

iand in Freedom.
S

SENSIBLE

ACTION.

Railroad

has anit will run its
-mallest number of emto do the work efficiently
-Perfluous employes will be
y make some distur‘roles, but it certainly
’hat the railroad com■' s nliin its
rights. And
1
epted that this action
benefit. Production is
!
'd this must be efficient*
inia

hereafter

}i
ii

*«
t

is
'i

hs;,,1

o

t

Hn

*

jP*WaJ

re

not

performed

so

used to do

one

man’s

Public demands improved
service. To give this, the

ms must be efficient and
"”>ey that they can to enestri>ent, have capital and
■inpr jvements.
The admisbeen made that under
on, the number of
p
j jobs on the railroads was
‘“e
Pennsylvania has now
house and other roads
y follow.
And the action
,r"y men for other lines of

CrcialbaUlV

Street, Dublin.

HAS been said that Dublin has
the character of a continental than an English city; this
is true in a way, but it is not
the first thing that strikes the visitor
from across the Irish sea.
The most
striking thing about Dublin Is that its
architecture bears traces of being all
of one time, says a writer in the Christian Science Journal. To us who are
used to the extraordinary hotchpotch
of London, deriving its characteristics of brick and stone from every
conceivable century, there is something
peculiarly attractive about the street
upon street of square Georgian houses.
London always seems to lie in a state
of violent-reaction against everything
which is called “eighteenth century,”
so that those parts of London which
most resemble Dublin seem most foreign to our conception of London itself. Perhaps it is because it Is Georgian that Bloomsbury attracts a particular type of inhabitant, as often
ns not n cultured foreigner, not to
be found In the urbanity of Mayfair,
nor in the banality of Malda Vale.
And if you imagine a city where all
the streets are like Great Ormond
street and the squares like the Bloomsbury squares, you have an honest conception of Dublin.
Nor does the eighteenth century appear in The houses alone; there are
those in Dublin who carry on the tradition of old world courtliness which
has long become rare enough to be remarkable even in Bloomsbury; it is
true that they are few in number even
here, but they are sufficient to leave
a certain fragrance of other days in
drawing room and coffee house.

IT

more

uiaa

in

Homance.

getting on board the boat
at Holyhead, Great Britain will leave
memories of abject Anglesea in the
traveler’s mind, and when the waste

fl1- ,.?"s

Woo

of sea reveals ahead of him the first
contours of Ireland, the mountains
rise up to greet him with a very different face from that of the flat
and cheerless little Island
he has
just crossed.
They are almost blatantly green, so that he must perforce murmur platitudes beneath his
the “emerald
breath
about
isle.”
Dubliners are forever conscious of
those mountains near by; they escape
to them as often as they can nnd
endow them with a symbolical meanThe Dublin mountains seem to
ing.
have got misplaced from the far
west; they are that part of primeval
Connacht which has set itself' at the
door of Dublin in order to turn the
heart of the Gael west rather than
In the Dublin mountains there
east.
travel to and fro the old vagrants
with whom lingers the memory of a
Celtic poetry nnd from whom Synge
nnd Yeats and the rest have gathered
so much local color.
In Dublin itself this old culture
lingers alongside of the modern and
English industrialism of the Liffey
nnd the quaysides, and In the dirty
streets on the north side one can
still come across a ballad singer with
a little group round him.
Charles Lever, when he was at
Trinity college, dressed as a ballad
singer and earned 30 shillings in the
Dublin streets, and another and even
more famous Trinity college student
earned a crown every now and then
for a street song.
This young man
was Oliver Goldsmith, whose statue
now graces the entrance to the university, than whom no man could he
found more typical of the best period
of Dublin’s prosperity.
The Bohemian Quarter.
Today all the varied energies, political. literary, social, are concentrated Into a space hounded by Grafton street, Stephen’s green, Trinity
college railings and Merrion square:
within these limits there is scarcely
a house that does not conceal some
enthusiasm. Not the least interesting
are the little shops where enthusiasts
seek to turn business into an art;
the “Sod of Turf,” where you can
talk and eat and drink in Gaelic,
where the fire Is a real turf fire, and
the waitress a real Kerry Gael; the
“Crock of Gold.” where the genius
which
James
produced
Stephens^
masterpiece Is turned to the making
of homespun jumpers and fhe like,
so that the streets of somber eighteenth century Dublin may blaze with
color that would delight a post-impressionist ; then there Is the Jrish

Trucking

0

f

C

Leave orders at the stable,
against the Bartley specialty.
lhe ®*tate is valued corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
and

Green, Ireland's historian, and

many

others of the best loved of Ireland’s
children.
And in those most tragic
days of April, 1016. Mine. Marcievics
held Stephen’s green with a
troop
of boy scouts. A story Is told which
shows

the amazing muddle of those
lays. Some English lady visitors had
just looked at tlm Shelburne hotel
and, looking out of the window, they
saw

some

hare-kneed,

*75,000,

l,»e wiuow.

half of

fli^ren Cry9

a°1fljetsher’s

Astoria

will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO &
126 Waldo

SON,
Avenue, Belfast.

j Quickly Ended by
ant

of the green.

AMAZING FEATS OF STRENGTH
Pole. Without Seemingly Remarkable
Muscular Developments. Breaks Record—Performer’s Awful Fate.
Visitors to a well-known London music hall some years ago witnessed a
remarkable sight.
It was announced that a Pole,
named Lettl, would perform some
amazing feats of strength.
There appeared upon the stage a little man only five feet In height, and
weighing about 140 pounds.
Not
young, either, for he was only three
years off forty.
Tlie audience rubbed their eyes.
Was this the much advertised
strong
man? A huge anchor was brought in,
and four men clung to It. This bur-

den, weighing
pounds, was at

less

than
1,500
lifted hv Lettl,
who thus heat the record lift by no
less than 400 pounds.
He (hen stood between two eight
horsepower cars, to which he attached himself by means of hooks,
which he held in his hands.
The cars
were started simultaneously, but, by
sheer finger-strength, Lett! held them
so that they could not move,although
the engines were working
at
full
no

once

power.
This feat of holding two cars may
perhaps be taken as pretty well the
limit of human strength.
That It Is
a
fearfully risky feat Is proved by
the horrible accident which recently
befell the famous strong man known
as

need no further proof
its superior quality.

a

So it naturally follows that
it to all other brands.

Pleas-

Qcrm-Killing
tiseptic.

your

SWAN-WHITTEN

tion in Maine.

CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Agent,
18tf
Havford Block. Belfast, Me.

Dr, A. M.

Colonial Theatre

misery, sour stom-

New Velie fulfills your idea of
THEday’s
should be—in design

ach, belching and all stomach disease
money back.
Targe bos of tablets
at all druggists in all towns.

car

27tf

what towell as

Its style is matched by its comfort—its longer body—really broad doors
in its deep tilted seats and soft, plaited upholstery.

¥cur
Liver te Mion

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Belfast, Miine.

Tel. 61-3

—more room

And that new motor! Here is the net result of all that engineering
science has gained in the last four years—an amazing power plant—silent
—powerful—a perfect performer on low-grade fuel—the greatest moneysaver under any hood.
Cars ready for delivery. Come and see them.

NR Overcomes Biliousness, Constipa*
tion, Sick Headache, Quickly. No
Griping or Pain. Guaranteed.

E. A. Banks, Agent,

Belfast,

Me.

Smalley’s
ROCkLAND^AMDEN
and BELFAST

The organs cf digestion, assimilation
and
elimination—the stomach,
liver and bowels—are closely allied,

AUTO SERVICE

and the proper act: -a of any of these
organs is largely dependent upon the
correct f unctioning cf all the others.
“Whipping” yoi:r liver into action
with caiomc-l or forcing your bowels
with irritating lanatives or strong
cathartics is a great mistake.
A better, safer r!-.n is strengthening and
toning the whole digestive and eliminative
system whh
Nature’s Remedy
(NR Tablets), which not only brings
immediate relief, but genuine and lasting benefit. It acts on the stomach,
liver, bowels and kidneys, improves
digestion and assimilation, overcomes
biliousness, corrects constipation and

Leitre H itel R .ckland
daily, callinu at
Thorndike Hotel at 7 a. o. at 12
30 n. m
Laave Windsor
Hotel, Helfast daily at
10 30

a
ra. and 4 30 p. m.
these cars connect with
McL-.utfhlin’s
Bus to Bangor.
This sen dole will be run as
near on
tune as possible until further

notice.

ARTHUR 3. SMALLEY
Telephone

quickly relieves sick headache.
Get your syriem thoroughly cleansed
and purified for once; stomach, liver
and bowels working together in vigorous harmony, and you will not have
to take medicine every day—just take
one NR Tablet occasionally to
keep
your system in good condition and al-

ways feel your best. Remember it is
easier and cheaper to keep well than
it is to got well.
a 25c box and try it with the
understanding that it must give you
greater relief and benefit than any
bowel or liver medicine you ever used
or no
Nature’s Remedy (NR
pay.
is
tablets)
sold,
guaranteed
recommended by your druggist.

Hfct

Poultry Feed

aa4

C ITY DDUG

L COOfi

as

silent, velvety performance.

Oars3!

Supplies/
||

STORE, READ S HILLS

PROPRIETORS.

Those GOOD poultry feeds.

I

■

Everything—including supplies—based on bU years selling experiK&W customers of years ago are K&W customers today. The

ence.

goods

are

Portland,

Notice
TO NOTIFT the public
that I have sold my marble
business on High Street to
C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE

1WISH

or gone out c-f business
has been reported. I am now
devoting my whole attention to
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from.

K4W Beef Scraps, Oyster Shells, Grit, etc*
you* dealer does not sell K & W
eds, etc. Catalog, free on request.
•

RO .KLAND

as

—

Kendall dr Whitney

436-2

STREET,

dependable.

THIS SEASON
Feed Your Poultry
K&W Scratch Feed K&W Poultry Mash

klf

Me.

A. S.

HEAL,

BricUe Street, Belfast, Maine
Expert Kiano Tuning
and
a

Keep

BESIDE

Keep
Well
the high-

chair—in the nursery

Phone 12o-4.

Auto

show you this

“Perfection Selective

Heating.”

just

3

as

of them.”

for winter at reasonable

S. J. Pattee, M. D.,
Masonic
Residence

LG ROY, N. Y.

Temple, Room 6.
at

45 High Street.

Telephone 338-2

WASTE PAPER
is now worth 1 cent a pound
Magazines, books and ledgers 'are also
high. If you have any of the above, or
rags, iron, metal, rubber and bags, drop
me a line and I will call promptly.
n

brooks, Maine.

or 4 cars

any for

Tel. 229-4

to store

rates.

’*
“The Pink Tablets in the Yellow Box.

PERFECTION
Oil Heaters

Storage

J, F. tOSERS has chance

JANES COLD TABLETS

handy, economical, efficient heater and explain

41tf

every

who has used
these tablets

speaks
highly

3

BELFAST, MAINE.

one

—wherever you need a
little extra heat—that’s
when the Perfection Oil
Heater shines.
us

a

bag, and

Repairing

L.ifi

few minutes
ago, he would not
think of leaving
home without a
package of Lane’s
Cold Tablets in his

and
1

A

sa^*

man

x

Warm

H. H. Hutchinson

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

COMPANY

Undertaker

or

Lothrop

DENTIST

TELL.

W

j®.
if &
lsKli£l€$ti0£$
It relieves stomach

Let

Buy your protection in the Fraternities,
the leading health and accident associa-

grocer—WILLIAM

tell

gists everywhere.

deep imperial pink,
light pink,
yellow ocher, maroon, (an, vermilion
and purple.
This Jumble of colors

The Fraternities Health
and Accident Asso.

better

This is absorbed by the antiseptic gauze
within and now you are ready to breathe
it in over the germ infested membrane
where it will speedily begin its work of
killing catarrh germs. Hyomei is made
of Australian eucalyptus combined with
other antiseptics and is very pleasant to
breathe.
It is guaranteed to end catarrh, bronchitis, sore throat, croup, coughs and
colds or money back. It cleans out a
stuffed up head in two minutes.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. and drug-

old rose,

ground.

a

baking, just

magical Hyomei.

The Colors on Santiago Walls.
All Cuban cities offer a motley ol
tints, but Santiago outdoes them all
in the chaotic jumble of pigments,
fa
a single block
we found house walla
of lavender, sap green, robin’s egg
blue, maize yellow, sky gray, saffron

Tobacco Seeds Are Almost Oust.
The seeds of the tobacco plant are
so minute that a thimbleful will furnish enough plants for an acre of

as to

they prefer

If you would know the difference
flour will make in your

An-

Apollon.

Magazine.

evidence

found for themselves that it
gives a delicious flavor and a uniform
goodness to all their baking.

At Vichy, before a large audience,
he essayed a similar feat, his arms being harnessed by chains to two cars
which were driven in opposite directions.
He accomplished the performance safely, and then, !n answer to
applause, tried it again. To the horror of the spectators, he was seen to
lose his balance.
Before the motors
could be stopped, all the muscles of
the right side of his chest were torn
out.
He died almost Instantly.

with never two shades of the same de
gree. gives the city a kaleidoscopic brilliancy under the tropical sun that Is
equally entrancing and trying to the
eye.—Harry A. Franck in the Century

or

They have

The little Hyomei Inhaler is made of
hard rubber and can easily be carried in
pocket or purse. It wiil last a life-time.
Into this inhaler pour a few drops of

red-cheeked

in
digging trenches
the
“We highly approve of the
green.
scout movement,” they said. “Let us
take them some plates of bread and
jam.”
Judge of their surprise a
quarter of an hour later to find them
selves prisoners of war In the middle

William Tell
Flour

Catarrh

children

Before

Burke> charged with
hartley, now gives
torNcls?n
collection of two notes
I am prepared to do all kinds of truck2 nro -' ; “"hunting to *27,000
Furniture and piano moving a
ing.
e that
*
L
Attorney Pattan! v (

suit

rest,

wider
enthusiasm than the mere desire to
sell hooks. There is an Arts club of
the most respectable
type, so respectable, Indeed, that the bohemians
who do not belong to it will tell
you
that It has only once had a real artist within Its doors and he was expelled at the end of a week.
Stephen's green is the great een
ter of the whole
city; here, as he
tells us in that most fabulous of
histories. “Ave Atque Vale.” Mr.
George Moore lingered to meet Mr.
Yeats on the occasion of their founding the Irish dramatic movement;
here
live Mn.e.
the Irish
Gonne.
Joan of Arc, and Mrs. John Richard

needed-—

S^“.,!v
S''1-

bookshop which, like all the
has come into being
through a

so-called Edge law. One of the favorable features of the situation, he said,
is that the greatness of the task of reconstruction seems to be appreciated in
Europe, not only by leaders among commercial classes but by the leaders of the
masses.
The necessity of building up
redit in order to purchase raw materials,
he dangers of inflation, the necessity of
increasing exports and reducing imports,
the need of heavy taxation and curtailment of expenditures in order to balance
budgets, all seem to be quite clear in tbe
minds of the Socialist leaders of France,
Belgium, Germany and also Italy. Europe,
he declared, is no longer in danger of
*Bo)8hevism. The real facts about tbe
Soviet misgovernment of Russia have
been brought home to European workers
through reports made by delegates who
have visited Russia. Even in Italy, he
added, where radical actions appear to
have gone the furthest, the leaders do
not want a Soviet? government.
Every
where throughout Europe, the Socialist
workers’
is
the
which
great
party,
party,
has been eliminating its ultra-radicals,
Bolshevists and communists.
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SURETY

m

SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St., Belfast, Me

BONDS
Why ask your friends to take the riskt
[ Let the National Surety Co. bond you
I
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Local Agent,

I

HiyforJ 3:u;k, 3jitas>, Vlrine,

«Zk J111" In Red and Bold roetallteVvT
« boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
H Take no other. Buy of your V
I yetn known M Best,.fait, Ahreyt Reiitf*

SOLD BY DRUGG1S1S EVFJrtWEK.

Another Royal Suggestion

Griddle Cakes and Waffles
From the New Royal Cook Book
is

an

art in

SUSAN M. BASSICK

Mr. and Mrs. Everett C. Tasker left
have
After a brief illness Miss Susan Maria bought i farm and will make their home.
Bassick of Bridgeport, CL died Nov. 20th |
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
She was 82 years of age and was well |
known in Belfast as the sister of the late |
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Edmund Chare Bassick. Funeral services
Rev rKUDUCE MARKET
PAID PRODUCER
were held at 1171 Fairfield avenue.
Ralph H. White officiated. Burial was in
Apples, per bush,
Hay, *30 00a35 00
Mountain Grove cemetary.
75a 100 Hides,
14

The Men'e Forum of the North Church
had one of its moat entertaining talks in
ita history last Sunday when Will R.
Howard spoke on the “Real Function of
Our Schools.” Mr. Howard has had
years of experience in teaching, in the;
country, grade, High and fitting schools j
and has also been superintendent. He
defends the present day system and re- I
futes the statement current that our!
schools are not what they used to be. ;
Few, if any, teachers have better grounds
on which to base their statements than
Mr. Howard has.

cakes, griddle cakes or
wheats, call them what
you will. But it is an
art
easily and
very
quickly acquired if you

BORN

Griddle Cakes
1% cups flour
% teaspoon salt
3 teaspoons Royal
Baking Powder
2 eggs
cupo milk
1 tablespoon

ROYAL

MARRIED.
In Washington,
McCLELLAN-HOLT.
C., Nov. 24, George G. McClellan and
Mies Ary Annette Holt, formerly of Bel-

BAKING

D.

fast.

E gs,

Fowl,
Geese,

Royal
Baking Powder
% teaspoon salt
1% cups milk

Made from Cream of Tartar,
derived from grapes.
Dr. J.

Sidney Peters of Virginia will
speak at the Memorial *Hall Tuesday
evening, Dec. 7th, at 7.45 o’clock, on

2 eggs
1 tablespoon

melted
shortening
Sift flour, baking powder and salt together; add
milk to yolks of eggs; mix
thoroughly and add to dry
ingredients; add melted
shortening and mix in
beaten whites of eggs.
Bake in well-greased hot

x

FREE

New Royal Cook Book containing these and scores of
other delightful recipes. Write
for it to-day.

brown.

Serve hot with maple syrup. It should take about
1% minutes to bake each
waffle.

guests, Capt. and Mrs. C. N. Meyers,
Mrs. J. W. Black, Mrs. Charlotte Bickmore and Miss Mildred Shute.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Millett and son
Edward spent Thanksgiving with relatives in Bangor.

The regular monthly Ceremonial of the
Kanetota Campfire Group was held at the-

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Gilkey and
son Ralph of Bangor spent Sunday with
relatives in town.

The following officers were elected for
the year: Pres, Frances Rodgers, Vice

The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodis t
church will meet Thursday afternoon a t
the home of Mrs. George To wle.

Harry Nason shipped on the steamer
Ruth, Searsport for Norfolk, Va., after
spending several months on shore.

Congregational vestry Saturday evening.

I

Pres., Marjorie Towers, Sec., Gladys
Rose, Treas., Rilla Whi*comD. Refreshments were served, and several guests

Everyone can give something.
At a regular meeting of ituyvetta Kebekah Lodge on Thursday evening, the
degree was conferred on the following
candidates: Mrs. C. Sumner Small, Mrs.
ReJ. F. Eames and Miss Leona Innes.
freshments were served-after the work,
the committee including Mrs. Livona
Williams and Miss Lucy Curtis.

Broken Ribbon Candy
Fresh Peanut Brittle

Lamb,

30
Lambskins 1 25a 1 50
55s Co Mutton,
20
14a 15 Potatoes, 1 25b 1 50
I3al4 Round Hog,
20
36 Straw,
20 00a24 00
50 Turkey,
26a32
40 Tallow,
2
35 Veal,
22
92 Wool, unwashed, 40
40 Wood, hard,
8 00
32 Wood, soft,
6 60

RETAIL PRICE

Old Fashioned
A

35a38 Lime,
2 20
18a32 Oats,
84
1 30 Oat Meal,
Corn,
7
Cracked corn. 1 20 Onions,
4
Corn meal,
1 20 Oil, kerosene, 24a25
40 Pollock,
10
: Cheese,
Colton seed,
3 50 Pork,
25
!
17 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
8
Clover seed,
75 Shorts,
2 55
13 50a 17 00 Sugar,
Flour,
14
>H. G. seed,
9 00 Salt, T. I.,
0 00
27 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
8

THOMAS,
Pleasant St., Belfast.
E. M.

SCHRAFFTS

We are operating
be assured of fresh

THE

Candy Kitchen
candy at all times.

and

Wholesale and Retail Confectioners, Church St. IUI(W

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all who were kind to
us in our late bereavement and for the
to the funeral.
many beautiful flowers sent
Mrs. Emma a. Bowen,
Wallace W. Shaw,|
GEORGCi L. Shaw,
Harrison H. Shaw,
Lewis Bowen.

FURNISHED RENT for family of two,
No children.
or a few furnished rooms.
Inquire at Journal office.

LOST
A

BLACK

Piano for

p|a.?]

are:

Methodist Church. People’s Methodist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching
service at 10.45 a. m., sermon subject,
“Have We a Right to be Optimistic?”
Church school at noon. All are cordially
invited to worship at thiB church.

Services at Mason’s Mills church will
be held Sunday at 2 p.m. with preaching,
followed by the Sunday school. Services
at the Trinity Reformed church have
been discontinued for the winter, Rev.
William Vaughan, pastor. Tel. 221.21.

Many Searsport people gave family or
neighborhood dinner parties on Thanksgiving day. Among them were Capt
and Mrs. Joseph D. Sweetser, who entertained Capt and Mrs. D. C. Nichols, Mr.
There will be preaching service at
and Mrs. Lincoln Colcord, Prof. Frederick Sweetser and Mrs. A. T. Whittier. Woods' achoolhouae, West North port, at
Capt and Mrs. H. G 'Curtis had aa dinner 2.90 p. m. next Sunday.

•

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY 7 percent preferred stock, which
sells at $107.50 to net 6 1-2 percent, is such a security. It has paid 56 consecutive, uninterrupted dividends; and gives every promise of paying dividends forever, in good times or in better.
“The ability of Electric companies to maintain earnings in times of depression was illustrated in the panic of 1907, when the gross earnings
of the so-called ‘industrial group’ shrunk 50 percent, railroad receipts decreased 10 percent, while
gas and electric earnings actually gained about 8
percent.

for electricity, the growing
population, increasing without effort the amount
of service required, the fact that gas and electricity are so highly useful to so many people and
are not, therefore, so largely affected by periods
of business depression, give to the securities of
these companies a steadiness of value unexcelled
by any on the market; while the Public Service
Commissions, to a great extent, eliminate the risk
of financial loss.”
—From National Electric Light
Association Committee Report.

morally

sure

to you.

Why

a

uses

net return of 6 1-2

ALWAYS,

percent, provided you

then Central Maine stock will

not send in the coupon and learn

more

are

appeal

about this Maine investment ?

COUPON

Central Maine
Maine

Company

AUGUSTA, MAINE

Central Maine Power Company,
Augusta, Maine.
Please send full information about your

security.

Name.
Address......
R. J.—12* 2-*20

Safe

A REAL BARGAIN. Only
threen.
old, always kept Jin tune ami
experienced player. Inquire of H«*u
Webb, or Phone 103-5, Adams’ u*
'**
Store.
t w40

SAVING STEADILY
INVESTING SAFELY

satisfied with
of GETTING IT

the C'olonnia

rew,,]l

The whole wTorld has turned from reckless spending to wise
saving.
?•*
m?ney thus saved is put into security which gives promise of paving dividends through all times.

are

at

tre. The finder will please
leave
F. Swift’s store and receive a

1.

If you

^

ASTRACHAN

Thanksgiving night,

North Congregational Church.

“The wider

i

BELFAST CANDY COMPANY.

Deflation has set in and wise people

1.
2.

Drink>

customers Ca»

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
AND TO INVEST SAFELY

CHURCHES

|

m

CHOCOLATES.

our

WANTED

160 BUSHELS.
2w49*
Phone 88-3.

Peppermints,

per

Hot and Cold
All kinds Fruit and Huts.
Hot Frankturts at all times.

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,

Potatoes for Sale

“

large lot of those delicious Assorted
Chocolates in Fancy Boxes, now
85c
(former price $1.25)

Full line of

RETAIL MARKET

The Penobscot Bay Electric Company
hereby notifies its customers that no gas
will be made or sold by it in Belfast after
December 7, 1920.
R. C. CARTER, Supt.

35c
35c
39c

now

were present.
Marjorie Towers was
made
a
Torchbearer.
The following
girls were hostesses: Frances Rogers
Gladys Rose and Rilla Whitcomb.

Steamer Ripogenus fin ished discharg- \ Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
ing coal for the Great Northern Paper High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
Co. and sailed Monday for Norfolk, Va. worship at 10.45; sermon by the pastor,
subject, “Judas Iscariot, who is called
Mrs. Charles Closson returned Monday the traitor.”
Church school at noon.
from Boston where she spent Thanksgiv- We are glad to
report that the school
ing with her daughter, Mrs. Lizzie Spe- is growing. It is a pleasure to see fornetti.
mer
pupils returning and new ones
1
Mrs. A. J. Nickerson, Miss Jessie Nick- coming in. But, parents, please remember
that
we are still looking for and exleft
Herrick,
Friday
erson and Miss Myra
for Tamoa, Florida, where they will spend pecting your boys and girls. If we are
willing to spend time in giving them
the winter.
moral and religious
instruction, surely
Miss Isabelle Frame, who is a studen t the least you can
do, is to co-operate by
at Maine Central Institute, in Pittsfield
sending your children. Neglect to do so,
spent the holiday with her parents, Mr
and years hence they will have
something
and Mrs. John Frame.
to “lay up against you.” Mid-week devotional
will
for
be held in the
meeting
Mrs. Frank Curtis left Saturday
N. Y. to join Capt. Curtis wno arrived church parlor on Thursday evening at
there Monday in command of the steam- 7.30. Thirty-six were present the other
week. Cannot we make the number 40?
er Ohioan from Hamburg.
Morris L. Slugg will be the speaker at
Mr. and Mrs. Nehemiah Roulstone, who The Men’s Forum
next Sunaay.
spent the past week with Mrs. f E. RoulThe subject of the stereopticon lecture
stone and Miss Harriet Roulstone, left next
Sunday evening will be “The PilMonday for their home in Belmont, Mass. grim Builder in the New World.”
The
lecture
will present the early story of the
been
has
caring
Miss Rilla Carlon, who
in
Plymouth
Sarah
and
Mrs.
show
her
colony
for
Briggs
sister,
Plymouth as
Swanville, during the latter’s illness a nd it is today. Facts and incidents of the
home
early
are
to
her
in
days
to
returned
Thursday
brought
light and some
death,
misconceptions cleared away. We shall
Searsport.
see how these brave souls who
risked
Miss Ethel Lloyd, a teacher in the everything that
they might find “freeBrewer public schools, and Miss Ger- dom to
worship God
to the
trude Lloyd of the Old Town schools, dictates of conscience”according
lived, suffered
spent Thanksgiving with their mother, and succeeded. The memorials
reared to
Mrs. Ferry.
them at Provincetown and
Plymouth are
and
next
held
then
will
be
the
shown,
A parish meeting
audience is taken to
Wednesday evening in the Congrega- many places in this country where the
tional church vestry. A good attendance same spirit of heroism and purpose is
is urged as matters of importance are to manifested in the perpetuation of the
Christian church, and
be arranged.
especially in the
erection of some of its houses of worship.
Rev. Harold Le May of South Gardiner
preached at the Congregational church
The First baptist Church. Rev.
Sunday morning and evening. While in lieorge C.
Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
town Mr. Le May was a guest at the
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Services of
Cleaves House.
worship 10.45 and 7.30.
Church school
Mr. and Mrs. George Pettee and Louis at 12 o’clock.
Christian Endeavor at
few
the
6.30
have
who
past
spent
at
7.30
Thursday
the mid-week
Aldrich,
weeks at the Pattee summer home on the service and covenant meeting. AppointShore road, left Monday by auto for their ment of nominating committee of officers
and committees of the church for the
home in Sharon, Mass,
ensuing year.
San
for
Whittier
left
Friday
M:As Anne
Friday at 7 o’clock choir rehearsal with
Bernandino, Calif., where her marriage Miss Morris, Cedar street, under the dito Mr. Charles E. Moore of Los Angeles rection of Mr. Paquette. Scout
meeting
will take place oi Sunday, Dec. 5th, at in the vestry.
the home of his sister.
Saturday, 2 o’clock, meeting of the
Miss Ruth Trundy, youngest daughter Rangers at the home of the Paster.
Sunday, 10.45, public worship with serof Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy of this
mon by the pastor.
Large charus choir.
town, arrived recently in Seattle, wash.,
This
service followed by the ordinance of
a
with
where she has accepted a position
the Lord’s Supper. Bible school at 12
house.
prominent publishing
o’clock, with classes for all ages and
Among the Searsport people who grades. Saturday Cove service at 2.30
were
out
of
town,
Thanksgiving
spent
conducted by the pastor. Song ter vice
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trunday and daugh- at 7.30 led by chorus and
orchestra; adter Alice, who spent the holiday with Mr. dress by the minister. Public is
cordially
and Mrs. Leon White in Bangor.
invited to all of these services.
Dec.
the
annual
Thursday,
business
9th,
Miss O. J. Lawrence, who spent the
past season at her apartment on West meeting of the church.
for
left
Main street,
Monday
Boston,
Rev George C. Boorn preached his
where she will spend the winter as the
S hel- farewell sermon
Mrs.
G.
at the Universalist
and
Charles
Mr.
of
guest
church Sunday and with Mrs. Boorn has
don.
gone to Troy, N. Y., where they will
Mrs. Cora Dow left last week for Wil- reside at 110 First street.
They have
mington, D laware, called there by the been in Belfast the past year and will be
illness of her daughter, Miss Kathryn followed
by the best wishes of many
Dow, who is ill with typhoid at a local friends in their church and
among the
hospital. Many friends will be glad to townspeople. The Troy church will soon
learn that Miss Dow is comfortable and observe its centennial and
its parish has
it is thought that the run of fever will a hundred families.
be light.
Those who have contributions for the
Waldo County Hospital are asked to notify Mrs. H. G. Curtis or Dr. S. L. Fairchild, and if necessary, the articles will
be called for. Jellies, preserves, fruit,
vegetables or anything which would be
useful n a hospital, will be welcome.

years.

lower Prices on Candy

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO,
115 Fulton Street, Now York City.

SEARSPORT.

Mrs. Fred B. Smith is with her daug hter, Mrs. Harold Coombs, who is ill at
her home in Belfast.

BENNER. In Palermo, Nov. 9, Mrs.
Annie Benner, aged 48 years.
Eurgess. In Belfast, Nov. 25, Hon.
Albert C. Burgess, aged 80 years, 5 months
and 1 day.
DURHAM. In Boston, Nov. 21, Mrs.
Annie Cushing Durham, formerly of Winterport, aged 83 years.
Putnam. Iu Belfast, Dec. 1,1 Miss
Nellie Putnam, aged 60 yeass.
[
SHAW. In Belfast, Nov. 24, Albertine
[ S., widow of Stephen M. Shaw, aged 74

“The Greatest Issue Before Mankind.’’
The lecture is free and should be heard
by all who enjoy listening to a typical
Southern orator.
I

j

8
12

TO OUR BAS CUSTOMERS

DIED.

Absolutely Pure

2 cups flour
4 teaspoons

until

TILTON-HANSON. In Bangor,-Nov. 24,
by Rev. B. P. Browne, Winfield Scott
Tilton of Burnham and Grace Estelle
Hanson of Bradford.

POWDER

Waffles

iron

Dana Soutbart.

shortening

Mix and sift dry ingredients; add beaten eggs,
milk and melted shortening; mix well. Bake immediately on hot griddle.

waffle

Bowen. In Morrill, Nov. 24, to Mr.
nd Mrs. Ernest Bowen, a daughter.
Cuzner. In Belfast, Nov. 19, to Mr.
and Mrs Albert L. Cuzner, a daughter,
Dingwell. In East Boston, Nov. 10,
to Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Dingwell, a
son,
a

right recipes.

The secret, of course,
is Royal Baking Powder.

Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,
1 utter,
Beef, sides,
Beef, f. q.,
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

The annual meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S will be held on Friday evening, Dec -3rd. Grand Matron Mrs. Emma
B. Howe of Rumford will be the inspecting officer. Refreshments will be served.

THERE
making flapjack pan-

follow the

Friday for Brooks where they

...

